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Foreword

Every day across the nation, emergencies occur that threaten our lives, well-being,
property, peace, and security. Every day, we rely upon our local police officers, firefighters, emergency medical technicians, public health professionals, and others to
arrive quickly and do what needs to be done to restore the safety, the security, the
peace, and the routine to our lives. These emergency responders are trained to handle
such emergencies that occur day by day in our cities, towns, villages, and countrysides. On rare occasions, emergencies occur that are so large in scale and so severe
that local responders may not have the resources—people, equipment, expertise,
funds—to effectively and safely respond. Even in such cases, local responders do not
hesitate to do what they have been trained to do—go to the site prepared to save
lives, protect property, and remove the threat.
When a disaster, whether natural or manmade, overwhelms the resources and
capabilities of local organizations, responders come in from other cities, counties, and
states—jurisdictions near and far—as well as from federal agencies, to assist those
with local responsibility. Skilled support workers are engaged for specialized activities, such as removing debris and restoring utilities and transportation. Neighbors
and other volunteers may travel to the disaster site to try to do their part. Other concerned individuals and organizations send food, supplies, and equipment. Journalists
press in to the closest possible vantage points to get the pictures and stories. Public
officials arrive to examine the damage and consult with the responders. One characteristic of these large, rare, dynamic events is the rapidly evolving complexity that
faces individuals trying to effectively manage all of the organizations and people, operations and tasks, equipment and supplies, communications, and the safety and
health of all involved. Another characteristic is that all disasters present risks to emergency response workers—risks that may be familiar or unfamiliar, and that may vary
widely depending on the nature of the event or the phase of the response.
This report addresses the protection of emergency responders against injury, illness, and death on just such rare occasions, when emergencies become disasters. It
builds on a broad base of National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health programs and RAND Corporation research on protecting emergency responders. This
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report focuses on preparedness (especially planning and training) and management as
means of controlling and reducing the hazards emergency responders face. It provides
a set of recommendations on how disaster site safety and health management might
be improved. Much of the information contained herein is based upon the firsthand
experience and suggestions of emergency responders who were there at the World
Trade Center and at the Pentagon on and after September 11, as well as those who
responded to the Northridge earthquake (in California) and Hurricane Andrew (in
Florida).
This report builds on systems and practices currently in use and was developed
primarily for use by local emergency responders, those individuals and organizations
who have been tasked with disaster site safety and health responsibilities. Additionally, the report should prove useful to legislators and other federal, state, county, and
municipal officials; trade union officials; industry executives; safety and health professionals; and researchers who are engaged in and committed to efforts to make our
nation more secure, to respond effectively and safely to disaster, and to protect a
critically important resource—the community of emergency responders.

John Howard, M.D.
Director, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Stephen Rattien
Director
RAND Science and Technology, a division of the RAND Corporation

The RAND Corporation Quality Assurance Process

Peer review is an integral part of all RAND research projects. Prior to publication,
this document, as with all documents in the RAND monograph series, was subject to
a quality assurance process to ensure that the research meets several standards, including the following: The problem is well formulated; the research approach is well
designed and well executed; the data and assumptions are sound; the findings are useful and advance knowledge; the implications and recommendations follow logically
from the findings and are explained thoroughly; the documentation is accurate, understandable, cogent, and temperate in tone; the research demonstrates understanding of related previous studies; and the research is relevant, objective, independent,
and balanced. Peer review is conducted by research professionals who were not
members of the project team.
RAND routinely reviews and refines its quality assurance process and also conducts periodic external and internal reviews of the quality of its body of work. For
additional details regarding the RAND quality assurance process, visit http://www.
rand.org/standards/.
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Summary

When disaster strikes, the nation depends on the emergency response community.
No events demonstrated this truth as dramatically as the catastrophic terrorist attacks
of September 11, 2001. But the same holds true every time the nation faces a major
natural disaster or industrial incident. Emergency responders are an indispensable
part of the country’s homeland security system. To ensure that this system can meet
the challenges of major disasters, the nation must take every measure to protect
emergency workers from the safety and health risks inherent in their work.
In the aftermath of the September 11 terrorist attacks, the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and the Science and Technology Policy
Institute (S&TPI), formerly managed by the RAND Corporation, organized a conference in New York City on the protective equipment needs of emergency responders during responses to terrorism. Over the course of this meeting, participants repeatedly emphasized that, in addition to protective equipment, responders need
effective safety management to ensure their well-being as they bring these devastating
situations under control.
As a result, NIOSH and S&TPI undertook this study to develop a better understanding of safety management in major disasters, both manmade and natural, and to
develop recommendations for improving safety management for emergency responders. Through an extensive literature review, interviews with members of the response
community, and workshop discussions including more than 100 participants, the
research team determined areas for improvement and developed recommendations to
guide needed changes. This report provides a comprehensive set of strategies and tactics for enhancing the safety of responders by preparing thoroughly before an event
and managing effectively afterwards.

Major Disasters Make It Difficult to Safeguard Responders
Unlike the smaller-scale emergencies normally handled by one or more local response
organizations, major disasters have special characteristics that present unique safety
risks and management challenges. Major disasters can
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•
•
•
•
•

affect, injure, or kill large numbers of people
cover large geographic areas
require prolonged response operations
involve multiple, highly varied hazards
require a wide range of capabilities and resources not routinely maintained by
local response organizations
• attract a sizeable influx of independent (“convergent”) volunteers and supplies
• damage vital transportation, communications, and public works infrastructures
• directly affect the operational capacity of responder organizations.
These characteristics make it particularly difficult to manage the safety of responders.1

Safety Management Is Risk Management
Because the work of emergency responders is inherently dangerous, managing their
safety is more accurately described as managing their level of risk. When handling
safety issues at the scene of a major disaster, decisionmakers must weigh the potential
benefits of a responder’s action against the risks involved in carrying it out. This risk
management process can be broken down into three functions: (1) gathering information about the situation, (2) analyzing available options and making decisions,
and (3) taking action to implement decisions. As shown in Figure S.1, decisionmakers carry out these three functions continuously until the response operation ends.
Most response organizations have their own standard procedures for carrying out
these activities during smaller-scale events. But in the unfamiliar, chaotic, and complex environment of a major disaster, their methods may not be practical, creating
real problems for efforts to ensure responder safety. To improve responder safety in
major disasters, mechanisms must be put in place to allow safety management to
readily scale up to meet the needs of the more complex and hazardous circumstances.
____________
1 Disaster

response operations involve large numbers of responders. In addition to traditional responders such as
firefighters, police, emergency medical services, and emergency managers, they also require many other workers
such as federal, state, and local personnel; public health professionals; skilled support personnel (including construction/demolition workers, transit workers, and utility services workers); disaster relief workers; and members
of volunteer organizations. For the purposes of this study, these workers are referred to collectively as “emergency
responders.”
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Figure S.1
The Safety Management Cycle

Gather Information

Take
Action
Analyze Options
and Make
Decisions

RAND MG170-S.1

Making Safety Management Better: Overcoming the Challenges of
Major Disasters
Significant systems and capabilities are already in place to protect emergency responders as they carry out their critical missions. But the results of this study show
that opportunities exist to build upon those foundations—by both improving functional capabilities to protect responders and improving the organizational structures
needed to manage the effort. Indeed, during a major disaster, when potentially hundreds of agencies 2 must work side by side to cope with a barrage of situations, safety
concerns cannot be fully resolved without effective multiagency coordination. To
improve responder protection, steps must be taken to address problems that can arise
in executing the three functions of the safety management cycle and to adopt a more
fully integrated, incident-wide approach to protecting the welfare of responders.
Improving Effectiveness Within the Safety Management Cycle
Gathering Information. Decisionmakers responsible for safeguarding

responders at
the scene of a major disaster depend on accurate, comprehensive information to as____________

2

Throughout the text, we use the term “multiagency” to describe disaster response operations. This term is intended to convey the involvement of not just many government agencies but nongovernmental and private organizations as well.
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sess the risks that workers face. But the scale and complexity of a major disaster can
prevent response organizations from gathering all the information they need. For example, local agencies may have difficulty
• identifying, measuring, and monitoring unfamiliar hazards
• maintaining and coordinating information on responding individuals and units,
especially those from other jurisdictions
• collecting and communicating timely data on responders’ injuries, illnesses, and
exposures to toxic substances and physical hazards.
Hazard Information. Collecting information about existing and potential hazards at a major disaster site is a critical component of safety management. Safety
managers need timely, unambiguous information. However, major disasters present
numerous impediments to the information collection process. For example, most response agencies lack the capabilities needed to monitor the wide variety of hazards
potentially involved in disasters of this magnitude, and the involvement of many
separate agencies in monitoring efforts can present problems coordinating hazard
data. Over the course of the study, the following recommendations for hazard information were developed.3
Recommendations: Hazard Information
4.1.

As part of preparedness efforts, put in place a coordinated, multiagency plan for
monitoring hazards (p. 26).

4.2.

Develop assessment methods, checklists, guidelines, and standards to assist in
hazard monitoring efforts among multiple agencies (p. 29).

4.3.

Develop information management systems and processes so that response organizations can use hazard data more effectively (p. 30).

4.4.

Undertake joint exercises that include multiagency hazard monitoring efforts
(p. 31).

Information on the Responder Workforce. To assess risks, implement safety decisions, and account for responders, managers need to know which emergency workers are taking part in the operation, where they are, what they are doing, and what
capabilities they bring. However, because major disaster scenes cover such large areas
and require the involvement of so many response organizations, it is difficult to account for all responders.

____________
3 Page

numbers refer to the corresponding discussion of the recommendation in the main body of the report.
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Recommendations: Information on the Responder Workforce
4.5.

Bolster the role of response units in accounting for personnel (p. 33).

4.6.

Develop personnel identification and credentialing systems better suited to ma-

4.7.

Utilize scene control to improve cross-agency accountability (p. 35).

4.8.

Develop minimum standards for safety and health training for all responders

jor disaster response operations (p. 34).

involved in disaster response operations (p. 36).

Information on Responders’ Health and Injuries. Data on responders’ injuries,
illnesses, and exposures to toxic substances and physical hazards—as well as the general status of their health—is another critical information category. It enables safety
managers to address the health and safety issues of specific workers and to intervene
to reduce risks for the responder force as a whole as an operation evolves.
Recommendation: Information on Responders’ Health and Injuries
4.9.

Develop systems to provide timely information on responder injuries and exposures (p. 38).

Yet in a major disaster, with so many people seriously injured or killed, responders frequently focus on victims’ medical needs instead of monitoring and reporting on their own health. The large number of response organizations that take
part in large-scale operations further complicates the collection and coordination of
information about injuries and health status.
Analyzing Options and Making Decisions. With reliable information in hand,
safety decisionmakers can assess its importance and decide on a course of action to
protect responders in the trenches. But in the aftermath of a major disaster, this
process may encounter serious obstacles. Major disasters make it challenging for decisionmakers to

•
•
•
•

assess hazards
manage risks
choose among protective options
plan for safety needs.

Effective safety decisionmaking requires managers to draw
together the technical expertise to evaluate the hazards present at the disaster site and
the risks these hazards pose to responders. But because of the wide variety of hazards
involved in major disasters, individual response organizations frequently lack the exAssessing Hazards.
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pertise needed to assess every possible danger. The many different response organizations taking part in an operation of this scale may also use different criteria to assess
hazards, providing an uneven foundation on which to base decisions.
Recommendations: Assessing Hazards
5.1.

Identify and connect with experts in hazard assessment during preparedness
planning (p. 43).

5.2.

Develop a better understanding of relevant exposure thresholds and guidelines
for disaster response conditions (p. 44).

Managing Risk. To evaluate any possible action, decisionmakers must weigh its
potential gains in protecting lives against its level of risk, factoring in the overall
needs of the operation. But in a major disaster, where the extent of the destruction
can be so great and the number of victims so high, it is hard to establish a clear
boundary between when “rescue” is still possible and when the operation needs to
move into the “recovery” phase. When many different organizations bring separate
approaches to this issue, determining the appropriate transition point becomes even
more problematic.
Recommendation: Managing Risk
5.3.

Address the transition between the rescue and recovery phases of disaster response operations in preparedness planning (p. 46).

Effective safety
management involves selecting appropriate protective equipment for responders.
Managers must understand the options available and how to choose among them.
They must also be able to determine what additional safety resources the many different participating organizations may need when an operation begins and as it
Choosing Protective Options and Planning for Safety Needs.

Recommendations: Choosing Protective Options and Planning for Safety
Needs
5.4.

During disaster planning, address issues concerning safety equipment and multiagency coordination of safety logistics (p. 47).

5.5.

Develop guidelines for selecting protective equipment to use in the early phase
of response (p. 49).

5.6.

Develop guidelines for estimating the safety equipment requirements for disas ter response operations (p. 49).

Summary
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evolves. However, the high degree of uncertainty about the hazard environment
during a major disaster complicates efforts to select among protective options and
project future needs.
Taking Action. The most effective efforts to gather information, analyze options,
and make decisions would not benefit responder safety without the ability to turn
those decisions into actions. Implementing and enforcing a course of action during a
major disaster can prove to be highly problematic, however. Crises of this magnitude
can prevent safety managers from having access to
• effective mechanisms for implementing safety decisions
• measures to protect the health of responders
• human resource and equipment management.
Effective Mechanisms for Implementing Safety Decisions. Putting

decisions into
action during the response to a major disaster depends on the ability to coordinate
the efforts of multiple agencies. Safety managers must have successful strategies for
communicating safety information, policies, and procedures to all participating response organizations. Mechanisms to enforce standard procedures incident-wide are
also critical. But with so many independent response organizations involved, each
taking its own approach to safety management, it is difficult to consistently implement safety measures across an operation.
Recommendations: Effective Mechanisms for Implementing Safety Decisions
6.1.

As part of multiagency preparedness efforts, address the issue of safety implementation (p. 53).

6.2.

As part of preparedness planning, include safety and risk communication (p. 54).

6.3.

Pursue effective scene control as a safety enforcement measure (p. 55).

6.4.

Provide on-site training, but not as a substitute for pre-incident training (p. 56).

Measures to Protect the Health of Responders. Safety

managers need to be able
to meet the medical needs of responders at every stage of a response operation.
Meeting these needs entails not only caring for responders after injuries happen, but
doing everything possible to keep responders out of harm’s way—for example, enforcing reasonable work shifts and providing decontamination.
Yet the prolonged duration of operations during a major disaster requires response organizations to implement unfamiliar sustainability measures. In addition,
the effects of many hazards stemming from major disasters may not appear until well
after the response operation has ended.
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Recommendations: Measures to Protect the Health of Responders
6.5.

Improve health maintenance by preparing and implementing sustainability
measures (p. 58).

6.6.

Provide medical care to responders during the early phase of a disaster response
operation (p. 61).

6.7.

Protect the mental health of the response workforce by managing critical incident stress (p. 62).

6.8.

Improve long-term surveillance of responders’ health following major response
operations (p. 64).

Human Resource and Equipment Management. To protect responders, safety
managers must be able to control the flow of volunteers, safety resources, and safetyrelated equipment to an incident. But in addition to a huge influx of responders
from multiple organizations, major disasters typically draw large numbers of independent, or convergent, volunteers. The large number of volunteers makes it difficult
to manage human resources during extended disaster operations, particularly if no
mechanism exists to connect them with the incident command system. Moreover,
the complex hazards at the scene of a major disaster complicate efforts to manage
safety logistics.
Recommendations: Human Resource and Equipment Management
6.9.

Adopt better measures to manage the recall and mutual aid processes for responders (p. 66).

6.10. Implement better mechanisms to utilize and manage disaster volunteers (p. 67).
6.11. As part of preparedness efforts, establish systems for managing the logistics of
safety equipment (p. 68).

Implementing Integrated, Incident-Wide Safety Management

Instituting better ways for organizations to carry out the three functions of the safety
management cycle is a key step toward improving responder safety during responses
to major disasters. But for operations that demand the involvement of multiple organizations, these measures are not enough. Indeed, many of the preceding functional
recommendations require some form of multiagency coordination. To optimize
safety management during an operation of this magnitude, in our judgment it is vital
to integrate the safety resources of multiple organizations into a single, incident-wide
effort.

Summary
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During routine operations, response organizations tend to regard safety management as an activity carried out primarily by individual organizations. But the ad
hoc efforts to coordinate safety management during the World Trade Center and
Pentagon responses show that response organizations recognize a need for multiagency safety efforts during major disasters. To build on these models of integrated,
incident-wide safety management, safety must be viewed as a multiagency function
within the response management structure. After that, there are a number of important initiatives that are needed to formalize this approach in disaster preparedness
efforts.
Recommendations: Implementing Integrated, Incident-Wide Safety Management
7.1.
7.2.

Build an integrated safety function into the Incident Command System (p. 76).
As part of preparedness efforts, coordinate plans for implementing safety management (p. 78).

7.3.

Develop a group of highly trained safety managers to facilitate coordination at
major incidents (p. 83).

7.4.

Improve joint exercises and training by incorporating realistic safety and health
issues (p. 85).

7.5.

Develop a common terminology for disaster safety and health issues and processes for use during response operations (p. 86).

Next Steps: Preparing Now to Protect Responder Safety
To better protect responders to the next potential natural disaster or terrorist attack,
the nation has the opportunity to improve preparedness for responder safety management. Many of the recommendations emerging from this study can be pursued
right away by individual response organizations, with immediate gains. Others involve a longer-term effort but may provide greater gains. These include recommendations that are still conceptual and consequently require pilot projects and other
evaluation efforts, those that require the coordinated efforts of multiple agencies, and
those that need leadership and coordination at the national level.
Every time emergency responders take action, they put their lives on the line.
The risks to their health and safety are particularly intense during responses to major
natural disasters and terrorist attacks. Although the dangers can never be eliminated,
much can be done to manage the risks involved and protect the nation’s responders
as fully as possible.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Since our nation’s beginnings, emergency responders have helped protect the people
of the United States from the effects of natural and manmade disasters. From the
bucket brigades of colonial times to today’s highly complex, multiagency response
community, response workers have taken action in emergencies to save lives, preserve
property, and protect the public good. The devastating attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon on September 11, 2001, cast a powerful new spotlight on
the vital role that responders play in containing and mitigating unexpected crises.
Members of the response community disregarded injuries and fatigue, and even gave
their lives in their effort to reduce the initial impact of these disasters and bring the
situations under control.
The tragic events of September 11 showed that response organizations are a central component of our homeland security system against both natural and manmade
threats. This renewed reliance on emergency responders has focused fresh attention
on the imperative to protect these individuals from the hazards inherent in their
work, not just for the good of the community, but of the nation. While responders
should be protected for their own sakes, their safety is also crucial to the effectiveness
of the response force as a whole. Injuries to individual members affect their organizations’ ability to perform overall, both immediately and in the long term. A responder
injured is not only prevented from assisting in today’s emergency, but may also be
unavailable to respond to an attack tomorrow.
In the military context, this understanding is embodied in the concepts of force
protection and force health protection. In applying these concepts, the military aims
to preserve its force’s fighting strength by protecting individual servicemen and
women against the threat of enemy action and by taking steps to minimize the effect
of hazards on unit effectiveness, readiness, and morale. The unprecedented potential
for multiple terrorist attacks drives home the need for comparable thinking in the
response community. Sustainability becomes key: Incidents must be managed with
an eye on ensuring the readiness of response organizations to meet future challenges.
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Major Disasters Present Special Challenges for Safety Management
Fortunately, disasters of the magnitude of the September 11 events are rare. Usually
emergency responders confront incidents on a comparatively small scale that can be
handled on a local level and pose more limited safety risks. But a major disaster presents a significant challenge to a locality, a state, a region, and sometimes even a nation. Responding to such an incident tests the capacity of responding organizations
and can place large numbers of emergency responders in harm’s way. Protecting the
safety of responders in those situations is much more difficult.
In contrast to the types of incidents that emergency responders normally face,
major disasters share a number of characteristics that create unique difficulties for
response organizations.1
Large Number of People Affected, Injured, or Killed

While small-scale emergencies involve a few individuals or small groups of people,
major disasters severely affect large numbers of citizens across communities, cities, or
entire regions. The Northridge earthquake caused more than 60 fatalities and 9,000
injuries and displaced 17,000 to 18,000 people from their homes [Stratton et al.
1996]. The attack on the World Trade Center claimed the lives of more than 2,800
individuals and put many thousands more at risk [“The Numbers” 2002].
Large Geographic Scale

Most emergency incidents involve only a single building or other well-defined site.
Major disasters, however, often extend over very large areas. In 1992, Hurricane Andrew left a trail of devastation that extended over 1,000 square miles [Lewis 1993].
Responders to the Oklahoma City bombing confronted a rubble pile more than 35
feet deep made up of approximately one-third of the federal building structure
[Oklahoma Department of Civil Emergency Management 2000].
Prolonged Duration

Average emergency response operations are relatively short, lasting only minutes or
hours from first responders’ arrival on scene to completion of response actions [Study
Interviews].2 In contrast, activities in major disasters can stretch into days, weeks, or
even months. Although the total repair and clean up after Hurricane Andrew lasted
much longer, the U.S. military relief operation lasted for 50 days [Higham and Donnelly 1992]. In New York City after September 11, 2001, the response was not officially completed until eight months after the attack [Barry 2002].
____________
1 For
2

a comprehensive list of potential disasters, see NFPA, 2000b.

All citations of “Study Interviews” are to not-for-attribution interviews held with members of the response
community between November 2002 and March 2003.
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Multiple, Highly Varied Hazards

Whereas common emergencies usually present emergency responders with a limited
number of risks, major disasters involve multiple hazards that can vary widely in nature. The World Trade Center site, for example, exposed response workers to a complex mixture of physical and respiratory perils [Lioy and Gochfeld 2002]. Responders
to the Northridge earthquake confronted active fires, collapsing buildings, and hazardous materials [Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 1994a]. Because
of this wide variety, few responders will have experience with everything they might
encounter in the aftermath of a major disaster.
Wide Range of Needed Capabilities

Major disasters require supplementary response capabilities not routinely maintained
by local response organizations. 3 Many natural disasters and major terrorist incidents
require extensive rubble removal and management operations that local response organizations are not equipped to carry out. FEMA-sponsored urban search and rescue
teams were needed to respond to both the Northridge earthquake and the September
11 attacks. Such requirements frequently turn the response effort after a major disaster into a multiagency operation that can span all levels of government, nongovernmental organizations, and the private sector.4
Influx of Convergent Volunteers and Supplies

In contrast with smaller emergencies generally handled by a local response organization, major disasters often attract large numbers of independent, or “convergent,”
volunteers. These volunteers may be members of other response organizations that
come to a disaster site spontaneously or ordinary citizens who come out of a desire to
help [Maniscalco and Christen 2001].5 Likewise, a major disaster also frequently
prompts individuals and organizations to send large quantities of food and other
supplies. Hurricane Andrew was a prominent example, where the influx of people
and supplies was so overwhelming that responders referred to it as “the disaster after
the disaster” [Study Interviews].
Damage to Infrastructures

While localized disasters leave infrastructures vital to effective emergency response
intact, major disasters can damage or destroy them. Hurricane Andrew severely dam____________
3 See

Auf der Heide, 1989, p. 34, for further discussion.

4

Throughout the text, we adopt the term “multiagency” to describe disaster response operations. This term is
intended to convey the involvement of not just many government agencies but nongovernmental and private
organizations as well.

5

Operating outside of the established command or management structure, generally termed “freelancing,” is
widely criticized in the responder community.
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aged the local transportation infrastructure, with road signs destroyed and major
roads blocked. The Northridge earthquake caused numerous ruptures in water mains
and citywide power outages.
Direct Effects on Responder Organizations

Unlike routine incidents, major disasters can directly affect the operational capacity
of response organizations. The emergency responders lost in the World Trade Center
collapse are one tragic example. Another occurred in Hurricane Andrew where the
homes of at least 128 police officers were damaged or destroyed. Many of the officers
reported for duty not knowing what had happened to their families [Taylor 1992].

Responder Safety Management Is Risk Management
The inherently hazardous nature of any emergency situation necessitates that safety
be approached from a risk management perspective. Rather than eliminating risk altogether, response managers aim to shield responders from hazards to the greatest
extent possible. When making decisions, the level of risk in any given action should
be weighed against the potential benefit.6 This process of safety management can be
broken down into three central components, as shown in Figure 1.1:7
• gathering information about the nature of the situation, the responders at the
scene, and the hazards involved
• analyzing response options and potential protective measures and making decisions
• taking action to implement safety decisions, reduce hazards, or provide health
protection to responders.
These three activities take place in a continuous cycle until the response effort
comes to a close.8 As part of this continuous management effort, safety managers
constantly reexamine and evaluate their efforts to protect responders as operations at
an incident scene continue. 9
____________
6 See

NFPA, 2000a, for a more detailed discussion of risk management.

7 Command

of any incident “is essentially about information: getting it, judging its value, processing it into useful form, acting on it, and sharing it with others, so it percolates throughout the whole command structure”
[Smitherman 2000]. This statement applies equally to safety management specifically and forms the basis of our
model.

8 This

type of basic model is similar to many other decisionmaking models in the safety [NFPA 2000a], military
[Rielage 2001], and other contexts.

9 It

should be noted that the safety management process described here focuses on the activities of response safety
managers during response operations. Although the cyclic nature of the safety management process shown above
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Figure 1.1
Response Safety Management Cycle
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In the course of their routine activities, organizations develop standard approaches for carrying out these functions. But safety management during the response to a major disaster is a far larger and more complex undertaking. Safety management practices that are well developed and effective for standard response
activities will very likely be insufficient. In short, the highly demanding and unfamiliar environment after a major disaster makes it difficult, or even impossible, for
individual responder organizations to effectively perform the three functions of the
safety management cycle.
Major disasters create substantial hurdles on the organizational level as well. For
example, the multiagency nature of responses to major disasters makes safety management significantly more complex. In an effort of this magnitude, where many different organizations unfamiliar with each other’s operating practices are working side
by side, a new set of secondary hazards can arise from the response operation itself.
These secondary hazards, such as those generated by fire or law enforcement activities
occurring simultaneously with ongoing construction or utility operations, can pose
serious risks to all involved responders. In addition, the management problems arising from operations involving many different organizations can also result in communications failures, logistical problems, and other conflicts that can directly or indirectly impact responder safety. These only compound the broad range of primary
hazards stemming directly from the disaster.
__________________________________________________________________
does point out that safety efforts must be constantly evaluated during an incident, there is also a learning process
that must occur after an incident is concluded to improve preparedness for future incidents.
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The Response Community Recognizes a Pressing Need for Improved
Safety Management
The events of September 11 brought these safety challenges to the fore with an urgency that the emergency response community, and the nation, had not known before. As one of many initiatives that took place in the disaster’s aftermath, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) joined with the
Science and Technology Policy Institute (S&TPI), formerly managed by the RAND
Corporation, to organize a conference in New York City on protecting emergency
workers during responses to conventional and biological terrorist attacks [Jackson et
al. 2002]. During the discussions, participants frequently expressed deep concern
over safety management practices during major crises in general. The research presented in this report is a direct outgrowth of that concern.
In the following pages, we offer recommendations that response organizations
can put in place at both the functional and organizational levels to improve safety
management in future response operations. In accordance with an all-hazards perspective, we consider the full range of natural and manmade disasters to ensure that
the approach we suggest is flexible and comprehensive.

Tomorrow’s Success Depends on Today’s Preparations
The emotionally charged, chaotic environment in the immediate aftermath of a major disaster is not the time to start working on procedures or guidelines to improve
responder safety. Strategic planning and management well before the event, along
with standardized systems and procedures, are key. Preparedness is the crux of effectiveness.
The distinctive characteristics of major disasters make the case for preparedness
especially strong. The multiple hazards inherent in situations of this magnitude call
for a flexibility from the response community that can only come through preplanning. That major disasters take so many different forms underscores this point.
The response community will inevitably be called upon to carry out substantially different activities—that pose highly varied hazards—as different crises arise. Effective
safety management requires having the capabilities and resources in place to deal with
this variety.
In addition, because major disasters are rare and the safety risks responders face
may be unprecedented, response organizations get little to no practice managing
them. In this context, scenario-based planning and training assume added value.
Similarly, it is also important to build safety management practices that can meet the
needs of disasters into organizations’ standard operating procedures to the extent possible. While use of safety management practices during smaller-scale events will never
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be directly analogous to applying them in disasters, the experience will nonetheless
make it more likely they can be effectively applied when they are needed most. Although no disaster situation is entirely predictable, the more prepared safety managers are to deal with expected hazards, the more attention and energy they will be able
to devote to handling unanticipated issues as they arise.
Finally, the fact that major disasters demand a multiagency response operation
makes a common understanding of the needs of different organizations—and the
parts different response organizations can play in safety management—a precondition for successfully protecting responders.
The recommendations we present in this report focus on the changes organizations can begin making today—both individually and collaboratively—to lay the
groundwork for better serving responders’ safety needs and managing multiagency
safety efforts in the future.

Organization of the Report
Chapter Two describes study methodology. Chapter Three explains disaster management and safety within disaster management systems. Chapters Four to Six discuss the study’s functional safety management recommendations in detail, organized
according to the decisionmaking cycle described above. Chapter Seven presents the
central organizational finding of the study—that providing effective safety management during major disaster response requires an integrated, multiagency and
multiorganizational approach. Chapter Eight discusses preparedness and presents
suggestions for the way forward. Appendixes A and B include a list of the interviewees and the workshop participants, as well as the workshop agenda.

CHAPTER TWO

About the Study

The objective of this study was to develop a framework for thinking about safety
management in major disasters, both manmade and natural, and to use this framework to develop recommendations for improving safety management for a wideranging group of emergency responders. During that process, the study team remained cognizant of the fact that disasters are extraordinary events for individual
jurisdictions. Recognizing the difficulty of dedicating significant resources to building event-specific capabilities for rare events, the team sought recommendations to
deliver needed safety management capabilities by drawing on the resources in a range
of response organizations rather than advocating building every capability in all organizations.
In carrying out this project, the research team drew extensively on a range of
sources of information and analytical expertise. Beyond information available in the
published literature and within RAND and NIOSH, the study relied heavily on expertise from the responder community on emergency response operations, incident
management, safety and health, and related areas.

Project Scope
In our examination of responder safety management during disaster response, we defined the scope of the study with the following terminology:
• Emergency Responders. Because of the nature of large-scale response operations,
we adopted a broad definition of disaster rescue and recovery workers. Beginning with the career responders and volunteers typically labeled as emergency
responders—emergency management, fire service, law enforcement, and emergency medical service responders—we also included a range of other workers
likely to be involved in disaster response. These individuals encompass federal,
state, and local personnel; public health professionals; skilled support personnel
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(including construction/demolition workers, transit workers, and utility services
workers); disaster relief workers; and members of volunteer organizations.1
• Convergent Volunteers. In addition, we looked at “convergent” volunteers—individuals who respond to a disaster but who are not connected to an
organization involved in the response or who are not directed by their organization to participate.
• Safety Management. We defined “safety management” as the methods, principles, and organizational structures through which the manager or managers of a
response operation protect the safety and health of the responders. We understand the focus of safety management to be risk management—ensuring that responders clearly understand the risks involved in their activities, eliminating or
reducing as many of those risks as possible, recognizing any risks that cannot be
fully controlled, and weighing the need for responders to carry out their duties
against the dangers involved. Effective risk management ensures that a response
organization accepts no unnecessary risk, makes risk decisions in a way that
guarantees clear accountability, and manages risk by planning [ALSAC 2001]. 2
The focus of the study was to develop recommendations directed at the strategic
goal of improving safety management. An analysis of the practical details of how each
recommendation should or might be implemented is beyond the scope of this project
and requires consideration of regional- and locality-specific factors. The overall issues
associated with implementation are briefly discussed in the final chapter of the report.
Because of the project’s focus on safety management, a range of important issues
fall outside the scope of the study. For example, responders raised a number of technical issues during the research—specific concerns about protective equipment,
problems with communications interoperability, specific techniques for monitoring
hazards, and individual technical solutions for management issues. We recognize
such issues briefly in this report if they pertain to our central theme of safety management structures and processes, but we do not discuss them in depth.
____________
1 In

addition to “emergency responders,” we also use the term “emergency response community,” particularly in
discussions of previous efforts in disaster management and safety planning. By this, we mean both individuals
currently employed by or active in response organizations and the larger group of people who have contributed to
the existing body of knowledge on response strategy, operations, and tactics.

2 We

also use the term “operational management,” by which we mean the processes, methods, and organizational
structures used to manage response activities at a disaster. Central to that discussion is the Incident Command
System, which is described in Chapter Three. While operational management is not the topic of this study, how
safety management fits into overall disaster management and comparisons between the way safety is managed and
the management of response operations overall were important in developing the study’s findings.
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The Research Team
Recognizing the multidisciplinary nature of safety management, the research team
was composed of a mix of researchers whose work is based in the NIOSH Division of
Safety Research; RAND Science and Technology; RAND Health; RAND National
Security Research Division; and RAND Arroyo Center, which supports the United
States Army and provided important expertise on command structures and processes,
along with a very useful understanding of how military organizations have wrestled
with problems similar to those facing civilian responder organizations.

Methodology
Having established the scope of the project, we took three approaches to gathering
information and data:
1. review of the professional and technical literature
2. interviews with members of the response community
3. discussions at a workshop focused on improving safety management in disaster
response.
Review of the Professional and Technical Literatures

We examined more than 800 published sources on topics including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

emergency response strategies and tactics
incident command and management
safety issues during emergencies
characteristics of individual disaster responses
command of major multiagency operations
health and medical care issues in disasters.

The literature review captured relevant safety lessons from previous disasters and
provided the study team access to the formidable body of previous work on incident
management and command. The review also enabled identification of areas that
would require specific attention in later phases of the study.3
____________
3

The bibliography presents a selection of the literature relevant to the analyses and recommendations of this report.
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Interviews with Members of the Response Community

Interviews with experts from the responder community were utilized as a major
source of safety management information. To provide a structure for the interview
process, we used information that we assembled during the literature review to select
four major disaster-response operations:
•
•
•
•

the September 11, 2001, attack on the World Trade Center (New York)4
the September 11, 2001, attack on the Pentagon (Virginia) 5
Hurricane Andrew (Florida) 6
the Northridge earthquake (California). 7

We chose these four crises because of their scale, national impact, and the challenges they presented for responder safety. Our aim was not to produce case studies,
but to provide relevant examples that would elicit important insights from interviewees. These four disasters formed the basis of an extensive interview process with individuals who had been directly involved in the operational and safety management of
each event.
We interviewed approximately 70 emergency responders about these four operations and supplemented these interviews with approximately 20 more with other
experts from the response community on the general topic of safety management.8
We then combined analysis of the information developed in these interviews with
data drawn from the literature review to develop a set of preliminary recommendations for improving safety management in future incidents.
____________
4

On September 11, 2001, the World Trade Center’s twin towers collapsed after being struck by two hijacked
commercial airliners, with the result that more than 2,800 people were killed and many more injured. Among the
fatalities were more than 400 emergency responder (fire, police, emergency medical services, and Port Authority)
personnel, while many more emergency workers were exposed to multiple hazards while subsequently working at
the collapse site.

5

On September 11, 2001, a third hijacked airliner crashed into the Pentagon and caused 189 deaths, including
all aboard the aircraft and personnel working in the Pentagon. Emergency responders involved in rescue operations contended with substantial damage to the Pentagon structure from the impact of the aircraft crash, a partial
building collapse that occurred later that day, and protracted fire suppression operations.

6 Hurricane

Andrew, which struck Florida and Louisiana in August 1992, was one of the most destructive natural
disasters to occur in the United States and presented an overwhelming event for local and state emergency response organizations. The greatest devastation occurred in south Florida, resulting, both immediately and during
the storm’s aftermath, in more than 45 deaths and thousands of injuries, over $25 billion in property and infrastructure damage, and a need for protracted recovery efforts.

7

The Northridge earthquake occurred in the predawn hours of January 17, 1994, with its epicenter located under the suburban communities northwest of Los Angeles. The earthquake damage covered a large area (hundreds
of square miles); included building collapses, major fires, and infrastructure damage; and resulted in 57 deaths
and the displacement of numerous people [FEMA 1994a].

8 The

names of the interviewees are included in Appendix A.
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Responder Workshop

A workshop was held at RAND’s Washington, D.C., office on February 27, 2003.
We sought participants for their experience, expertise, and interest in safety and
health management issues.9 More than 100 members of the responder community
attended the workshop, representing organizations from the emergency management,
firefighting, law enforcement, emergency medical service, public health, skilled support and trades, public works, and disaster relief communities. Representatives from
local and state governments and professional organizations also participated. Key federal organizations relevant to disaster and terrorism response were represented as well,
including NIOSH; the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; the U.S. Coast
Guard (USCG); the Department of Defense and three defense services—the Army
(including the Army Corps of Engineers), the Navy, and the Marine Corps; the Department of Justice; the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); FEMA; the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences; the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA); and the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy.
We drew the main topics for workshop discussions from the results of the initial
phases of our research, including our preliminary recommendations for improving
safety management. Attendees participated in three groups of their choice from
among the following five:
• safety management within disaster incident management/command systems
• improving coordination and control of personnel and resources during disaster
response
• hazard information, intelligence, and risk assessment
• improving training for disaster response
• responder health care.
A RAND researcher with subject matter expertise in the topic guided each
panel. The groups were free to focus attention on the topics within each area that
they felt were most interesting or important. To encourage candid discussion, the
breakout sessions were held with the understanding that no statements would be attributed to specific individuals or organizations.10 Not only were the workshop discussions an effective way of gathering information and input from the disaster re____________
9 The
10

names and affiliations of workshop attendees are included in Appendix A.

Therefore, all citations of “Study Workshop” are to study workshop discussions at the RAND-NIOSH workshop Protecting Emergency Responders: Safety Management in Major Disaster and Terrorism Response in Arlington,
VA, on February 27, 2003. In addition, all citations of “Study Interviews” are to not-for-attribution interviews
held with members of the response community between November 2002 and March 2003.
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sponse community, they also provided an invaluable opportunity to obtain comments and feedback on our preliminary recommendations.

Analytical Framework
In examining the data collected from the literature and the responder community,
the study team relied on the three-stage model of safety management shown in Figure 1.1 to structure the analytical effort. The model’s core components—gathering
information, analyzing options and making decisions, and taking action—are similar
to those found in a range of other management decisionmaking models. By providing a framework to systematically examine the management practices and requirements to effectively manage responder safety, the model helped assure that the study
fully explored both the opportunities and shortfalls associated with responder safety
in disaster response.

CHAPTER THREE

Protecting Responder Safety Within the Incident Command
System

Safety management is one aspect of a multifaceted set of functions that need to be
carried out during the response to any emergency. Without effective management of
the overall operation, safety management cannot be successful. As a response operation involves increasing numbers of responders or response units, it becomes all the
more imperative to run the operation from an overarching strategic perspective.
Without such leadership, even responders from a single organization are less effective
in anything they do, including protecting responder safety [Brunacini 2002].
At a major disaster, the magnitude of the hazards, the urgent threat to public
safety, and the involvement of scores of organizations further amplify the importance
of having managers and structures in place to deal with the barrage of situations and
coordinate multiple responders. Even if conducted with the best of intentions, efforts
to respond to such incidents in the absence of strategic management have been described as “nothing more than well-meaning chaos” [Maniscalco and Christen 2001,
25].
Recognizing this need, response organizations in recent years have increasingly
employed a comprehensive framework for managing the many different activities
that organizations carry out during a response operation. Called the “Incident Command System” (ICS), it is broadly recognized within today’s response community as
the preferred approach to disaster management. One of its hallmarks is its flexibility:
Not only can it be used in small-scale emergencies, it is also designed to be scaled up
as events increase in size and complexity. Accordingly, responders have employed it
during both local crises and major catastrophes.
Built into the ICS is an approach to managing the safety of responders. Response organizations carry out the three functions of the safety management cycle—gathering information, analyzing options and making decisions, and taking action—within this framework. Because the ICS is a recognized standard for managing
emergency response operations, we used the ICS approach to managing responder
safety as the baseline for our research. As we explored how the emergency response
community can build upon its existing strengths and further expand its capabilities,
we considered the ICS as the benchmark.
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Origins of the Incident Command System
Initial efforts to create a systematic approach to managing emergency response operations grew out of the wildland firefighting community, which historically had faced
serious problems managing multiagency participation in responses to major fires.
These issues included
•
•
•
•
•
•

lack of common command structures
lack of common terminology and communications practices
lack of a mechanism to effectively assign resources
no means of coordinating functions and tasks
lack of a clear leader
unproductive competition for resources among responding organizations
[Maniscalco and Christen 2001; Christen et al. 2001].

In 1972, Congress charged a group of firefighting agencies named the
FIRESCOPE coalition “to develop a system for multiagency coordination of complex emergencies that exceeded the capabilities of any single jurisdiction” [Cole
2000].
In response, FIRESCOPE developed the ICS. Since its inception, ICS has
evolved considerably through a range of initiatives [Kipp and Loflin 1996]:
• integrating command systems designed for smaller-scale, single organization operations [Brunacini 2002]
• incorporating components to address the needs of different types of operations—for example, multicasualty incidents, hazardous materials response, highrise fires, and marine operations
• supplementing the core command system with training and doctrine for particular types of operations [U.S. Forest Service 2003]
• codifying the system into standards and model practices [National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 2002c; National Fire Service Incident Management
Consortium (NFSIMC) 2000]
• adapting the system for use by different response disciplines, such as law enforcement and hospital response operations [Christen et al. 2001; Cardwell and
Cooney 2000].1
____________
1

In some areas and jurisdictions, the ICS is referred to as the incident management system [e.g., Christen et al.
2001]. The recommendations for improving safety management in this report are intended to be relevant to all
jurisdictions whatever terminology they currently use.
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How the Incident Command System Works
The ICS includes five major sections, each with a defined function [FEMA 1998], as
shown in Figure 3.1:
•
•
•
•
•

Incident Commander and Command Staff
Operations
Logistics
Planning
Administration/Finance.

These operational sections provide a template for organizing activities and resources during a response. By providing a standard organizational structure, the ICS
facilitates interagency coordination: Agencies can “plug” their resources and assets
into the appropriate ICS sections and coordinate with other responder organizations
as they carry out their tasks.2
To accommodate the great variation in emergency incidents, the ICS is flexible
and scalable. The roles shown in Figure 3.1 are only filled as required during a response. For example, at smaller-scale incidents, not every position will need to be
staffed. In contrast, given the scale and duration of major disaster operations, all the
elements of the command structure will likely be filled.
The four functional sections of the ICS—Operations, Logistics, Planning, and
Administration/Finance—can be subdivided as needed into different branches, diviFigure 3.1
Incident Command System Structure
Incident
Commander
Command
Staff

Operations

Logistics

Planning

Administration/
Finance

RAND MG170-3.1

____________
2

While a common structure is a necessary condition for effective coordination, it is not sufficient on its own.
Also required are common terminology; integrated communications; and designated incident facilities, such as
command posts and staging areas, used by all responding organizations [FEMA 1998].
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sions, groups, or task forces. Such breakdowns can be used to group types of resources or organize resources that have been assigned to particular roles within an
incident response. By building in intermediate levels of management, the ICS provides a mechanism to ensure that individual managers have a reasonable number of
individuals and responsibility areas under their command. Maintaining a workable
span of control is critical for effective management.3
Unified Command. To further facilitate multiagency coordination, the ICS includes the concept of “Unified Command.” This concept provides a mechanism for a
response to be managed by a command team of representatives from multiple organizations, rather than by a single Incident Commander.4 In essence, a Unified Command team brings together Incident Commanders from response organizations that
have disparate jurisdictional or other responsibilities.5 In this way, a Unified Command provides a mechanism for response agencies to determine a collective set of
strategies, which ideally prevents agencies from working at cross purposes and ensures
that all available resources are effectively applied to deal with the disaster [Auf der
Heide 1989].
Use of a Unified Command does not necessarily mean that all participating organizations will be equally involved in all management decisions. Depending on the
nature of the incident, there will likely be a lead agency with primary authority or
responsibility.6 In that case, representatives from other agencies would defer to the
Incident Commander from the agency with primary authority and responsibility at
the incident [U.S. National Response Team, not dated]. In other cases, different individuals might take on this role of “focal point” of the Unified Command during
different phases of the incident [Kane 2001].

The National Incident Management System
On February 28, 2003, during the later phases of data gathering for this study, the
White House released Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD)-5, 2003.
____________
3

Span of control refers to each manager having a reasonable number of individuals whose activities they are supervising. To ensure effective oversight, managers should only have between three and seven individuals under
their command [FEMA 1998].

4 Participation

in a Unified Command does not take away the authority, responsibility, or accountability of those
organizations for activities in the response [FEMA 1998, 1–13].

5

The requirements to participate in an operational Unified Command have been defined primarily in terms of
legal responsibilities for the incident. See USCG, 2001, for an exemplary set of such requirements.

6 The

details of implementing a Unified Command in response operations—such as organizational roles, responsibilities, and relationships—can differ significantly from area to area and among types of response operations. As
a result, the details must be defined during multiagency preparedness planning to ensure that response operations
can be managed effectively.
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This directive aims to further institutionalize a standard management approach to
major incidents by establishing a “single, comprehensive national incident management system” [HSPD-5 2003]. The Secretary of Homeland Security is charged with
administering a National Incident Management System (NIMS) as part of the National Response Plan (NRP). The NRP is intended to integrate federal government
activities involving domestic prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery plans
into a single, all-discipline, all-hazards plan.
According to the presidential directive, the NIMS will provide a nationwide approach that enables federal, state, and local government agencies to “work effectively
and efficiently together to prepare for, respond to, and recover from domestic incidents, regardless of cause, size, or complexity” [HSPD-5 2003, 2]. The NIMS is expected to provide concepts, terminology, coordination systems, training, and other
features (including Unified Command) that will encourage interoperability and
compatibility among federal, state, and local agencies.7 At this writing, initial versions of the NIMS and NRP had been released.

Safety Within the Incident Command System
Responding organizations using the ICS assemble the overall command structure at
an emergency scene as needed. In the same way, they put together the staff and structure for managing responder safety as an incident evolves and needs become apparent. When a response begins, responsibility for the entire operation—including responder safety—lies with the Incident Commander. For small and relatively
straightforward incidents, the Incident Commander may retain safety responsibility
throughout the response. But for larger, more complex incidents—though “the Incident Commander’s first priority” ultimately remains “the life safety of the emergency
responders and the public” [FEMA 1998, 1–10] 8—he or she may simply be unable
to devote as much attention to the task as it demands. To accommodate such situations, the ICS provides a mechanism for the Incident Commander to delegate
authority to an Incident Safety Officer (ISO). 9 This ensures that sufficient attention
is focused on the safety, health, and welfare of responders.
____________
7 More

specifically, HSPD-5, 2003, directs that the NIMS include a core set of concepts, principles, terminology,
and technologies covering the ICS; multiagency coordination systems; Unified Command; training, identification, and management of resources (including systems for classifying types of resources); qualifications and certification; and collection, tracking, and reporting of incident information and incident resources [HSPD-5 2003, 2].

8 See
9 “As

also NFPA, 2002a, p. 8.1.5.

incidents escalate in size and complexity, the incident commander shall . . . assign an incident safety officer
to assess the incident scene for hazards or potential hazards” [NFPA 2002a, 8.1.6].
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Within the ICS structure, the ISO is part of the Command Staff (Figure 3.2),
reporting directly to the Incident Commander. 10 In this role, the ISO serves as risk
manager for the incident, with immediate authority to stop unsafe acts or hazardous
activities in order to protect responders [FEMA 1999a].
As the risk manager, the ISO evaluates response activities in light of the evolving hazard environment. This activity includes carrying out all phases of the safety
management cycle described above. Specifically, he or she
• assesses hazards and reports them to the Incident Commander
• provides the Incident Commander with risk assessments
• communicates instances of injury, illness, or exposure to the Incident Commander
• makes predictions about issues for responder safety that could arise during the
incident
• ensures that safety systems (such as personnel accountability/tracking, rehabilitation, etc.) are in place and safety policies are followed
• monitors incident communications for events that pose safety concerns
• confirms that needed hazard information is being communicated effectively to
all responders.11
Figure 3.2
Safety Responsibility in the Incident Command System
Incident
Commander

Operations

Logistics

Incident Safety
Officer
Command
Staff

Planning

Administration/
Finance

RAND MG170-3.2

____________
10 The Command Staff also includes a liaison officer, an information officer, and other command aides that support the commander and contribute to protecting responder safety. The liaison officer serves as the connection
between the command structure and supporting or cooperating agencies that are not under the ICS [USCG
2001].
11 Adapted

from NFPA, 2002c, pp. 9–10; FEMA, 1999a; NFSIMC, 2000; and Kipp and Loflin, 1996.
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By maintaining awareness of the overall scene and how its changing circumstances affect responder safety, an effective ISO provides a vital strategic-level view of
the safety concerns inherent in all the diverse response activities taking place at an
incident. However, the nature of disaster response situations significantly increases
the demands on an ISO and, in the absence of supplementary resources and capabilities, makes it much more difficult to effectively fill this role. The recommendations
in the following chapters seek to build the needed functional capabilities and organizational structures to allow safety management to effectively scale up for large-scale,
multiorganizational disaster response operations.

CHAPTER FOUR

Gathering Information

In the world of emergency response, managing safety is fundamentally a question of
managing risk. Because dangers are inevitable, decisionmakers must weigh the potential benefits of response activities against the risks involved. The ability to perform
such risk-benefit analysis effectively depends on ready access to accurate and comprehensive information. Incident Commanders need to be able to base their assessments
and decisions about responder safety on the right balance of relevant knowledge:
“Too little information results in poor risk assessment by the decision maker and results in error, injury, and death. Too much information overloads the decision maker
and makes it difficult to make effective decisions” [IAFC 2002, 5].
This first vital step of risk management, gathering information, initiates the
safety management cycle. Managers depend on three types of information (see Figure
4.1):
• Hazard Information. Timely and accurate facts on the range of potential hazards
present and expected at a disaster scene.
• Information on the Responder Workforce. Knowledge of the responders involved
at an incident scene, coupled with information on their capabilities, equipment,
and training.
• Information on Responders’ Health and Injuries. Information on injuries and illness suffered by responders, hazardous exposures encountered by responders,
and other data related to responders’ health status.
While gathering these types of information may be fairly straightforward within
the limited scope of a small-scale emergency, a major disaster is a very different story.
When multiple hazards and a multiagency responder workforce increase the complexity of a response operation, the difficulty of collecting and managing any information balloons. However, the risks posed to responders by disaster situations make
doing so increasingly critical.
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Figure 4.1
Gathering Information
• Understanding the hazard
environment
• Maintaining responder and unit
accountability information
• Collecting injury, exposure, and
health status data

Gather Information

Take
Action
Analyze Options
and Make
Decisions

RAND MG170-4.1

Hazard Information: Understanding the Disaster Environment
To protect responders during a response operation, safety managers must have information on the hazards at the disaster scene. They need a reliable and comprehensive understanding of the situation—what hazards are present and what others could
arise. This information is equally critical as response managers plan operational actions and responders begin to treat victims. However, several key characteristics of
major disasters prevent responders from gaining sufficient information on the hazard
environment.
Large Geographic Scale. When a disaster scene covers a large geographic area,
collecting and managing hazard information becomes problematic because of the difficulty of getting an overview of the scene. For example, responders to the World
Trade Center reported individuals near the base of the buildings had problems even
seeing what was going on, much less systematically collecting information on the
hazard environment [Study Interviews]. Similar problems exist in hurricane and
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earthquake response operations where it is difficult to amass needed information for
the entire affected area.
Large Numbers of People Affected, Injured, or Killed. Efforts of local organizations to gather hazard data can be further hindered by operational demands, such as
the need to devote responder resources to aiding substantial numbers of victims. This
was a real issue during Hurricane Andrew, when response units tasked with assessing
hazards could not complete their tasks because so many victims in the areas these
units were surveying urgently needed immediate assistance [Paulison et al. 1993,
72].1
Multiple, Highly Varied Hazards. Because the numerous hazards at the site of a
major disaster are so diverse, they will inevitably go well beyond the experience of
single response agencies. This makes it very difficult for individual organizations to
characterize threats. At the World Trade Center site, responders faced ongoing fires,
two collapsed skyscrapers, significant airborne hazards, large numbers of casualties,
and the possibility of additional terrorist attack. The Northridge earthquake involved
collapsed and weakened structures, hazardous materials, electrical hazards, and fires
[FEMA 1994a]. The threat of violence to responders during some disasters, such as
major civil unrest or terrorist events, is particularly problematic since many responders do not encounter it during their day-to-day operations and, as a result, cannot
readily assess it [FEMA 1994c].2 In addition, the traumatic nature of many postdisaster environments also presents critical incident stress issues that are poorly understood by some responding organizations and are very difficult to assess.
Furthermore, the hazard environment itself at disaster sites can inhibit attempts
to collect needed information. The loss of electric power in many natural disasters
hinders hazard assessment and monitoring. At the World Trade Center, the large
amounts of particulate matter in the air interfered with environmental monitoring
equipment that had not been designed to operate in disaster situations [Lioy and
Gochfeld 2002, 77].
Wide Range of Needed Response Capabilities. The involvement of many independent response organizations in responding to a major disaster can complicate efforts to amass accurate hazard data.3 If many agencies independently carry out hazard
monitoring efforts, problems in coordinating either assessment methods or the
guidelines used to interpret results can produce inconsistencies in the data. If no
____________
1 This

problem has also been observed in earthquake response operations [Collins 1999].

2 For

example, in the Los Angeles riots in 1992, ten firefighters were injured by violence, including two who were
shot [Taylor and Sanchez 1992]. The risk of violence is particularly pronounced during some terrorism incidents
where follow-on attacks may target responders. This has occurred in attacks in Russia, Israel, Northern Ireland,
and in bombings at both an abortion clinic and a nightclub in Atlanta, Ga. [RAND and Oklahoma City National
Memorial Institute for the Prevention of Terrorism (MIPT) 2003; Thomas 1997].

3

Multiple agencies may gather hazard information to inform their own safety management efforts or they may
have statutory or other responsibilities to collect and disseminate the information.
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good method exists to resolve these differences and determine the source of any apparent contradictions, hazard monitoring results become much less useful. This was a
particular problem at the World Trade Center, where federal, state, local, nongovernmental, and private-sector organizations all conducted hazard assessment [Lioy
and Gochfeld 2002]. By one estimate, no fewer than nine agencies had significant
roles in environmental monitoring at the site [Nordgrén et al. 2002]. Similar problems were cited at the Pentagon [see Jackson et al. 2002].
Damage to Infrastructures. Difficulties in collecting needed information are
exacerbated by damage to or disruption of critical infrastructures. In many disaster
situations, communications systems are damaged or overloaded with traffic, preventing responders from collecting and sharing information [Arlington County
2002, A-36; Weber et al. 2002; Auf der Heide 1989].
Direct Effects on Responder Organizations. Disasters can similarly damage
response organization assets needed to gather information after an incident occurs.
Response planning by the Miami-Dade Fire and Rescue Department called for aerial
assessment of the damage and hazards after a hurricane by members of its air rescue
division. However, during Hurricane Andrew, both of the department’s only two
helicopters were damaged [Paulison et al. 1993].
Recommendation 4.1—As Part of Preparedness Efforts, Put in Place a Coordinated,
Multiagency Plan for Monitoring Hazards

Although gathering information on some hazards after a disaster is straightforward—for example, determining the locations of collapsed buildings after a tornado—other hazards, such as airborne contamination or the presence of particular
pathogens, are much more difficult to identify and measure. Currently there are no
technological solutions able to “simply measure all possible disaster hazards simultaneously” [Study Interview]. Consequently, to acquire information on the full range
of foreseeable hazards that might be present during or after a disaster, safety managers must have, or be able to access, the assessment capabilities, supplies, and expertise
needed to identify, understand, and monitor those potential hazards.
To make this possible, hazard monitoring must be a critical element of preparedness activities. Response organizations must put plans in place to carry out hazard
assessment in disaster situations. The preparedness effort must include the following:
1. Define the types of hazards that major disasters may present and determine the
timeframes over which safety managers will need information about each hazard.
2. Put capabilities in place at the local level to enable safety managers to gather the
information they will need immediately.
3. For capabilities that will not be available at the local level, establish ways for individual agencies to access hazard assessment resources from other response organizations.
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Define Hazard Types and Information Needs. Because not all hazards can be
measured simultaneously, choices must be made about what hazards are examined
first at particular events. By defining how rapidly hazard information will be needed,
local planners can determine which assessment capabilities will be needed immediately and therefore must be provided locally. Other assessment capabilities, perhaps
less critical or not needed immediately, could be provided by reinforcing organizations coming from beyond the local area. Responders identified the immediate need
to monitor the environment for chemical agents, biological agents, radiation, flammable gases, and oxygen deficiency as key [Study Interviews]. Such a list provides a
clear strategy for what hazards should be examined as assessment resources arrive at a
scene.
Develop Local Hazard Monitoring Capabilities. When a major crisis hits, safety
managers will need certain hazard data immediately. Capabilities must be in place at
the local level to gather that information. Data on facilities and locations that could
present safety and health risks for responders is one key example of this kind of information [Study Interviews]. Such data can be acquired through facility inspections,
regulatory filings, or other data collection.4 Because such information is only useful if
it is immediately available and up to date, the importance of keeping this type of information current and readily accessible to responders cannot be overemphasized
[Study Interviews].
Local response organizations also need capabilities for collecting information
about hazardous or infectious materials in the air, water, ground, or debris following
a disaster—for example, direct-reading instruments, field tests, and laboratory assay
methods. Certain response units will routinely have some hazard assessment technologies used for these purposes—e.g., gas monitors used by firefighters. Local hazardous materials responders and other specialized response teams may have access to
more sophisticated devices to measure the presence of chemicals, weapons of mass
destruction, and other hazards.5 Other hazard assessment capabilities are based on
individual responder training; for example, the capability of responders to assess the
risks posed by moving water in a flood situation [FEMA 1994b]. But where local or____________
4

For example, during Hurricane Andrew there were problems with responders not being fully aware of hazardous materials at hurricane-damaged sites [Lewis 1993, 72; Study Interviews]. In light of what they learned during
the aftermath of the hurricane, local responders indicated that the availability of regulatory information on such
materials would make it much easier to assess potential hazards. Other responders cited the usefulness of inspection information on construction and building contents for hazard assessment [Study Interviews].

5 Although

significant technology is available, assessment methods to provide first responders with needed information do not exist for all hazards or may not be broadly accessible to response organizations because of technical,
resource, or other limitations. As a result, beyond the management issues, significant technical issues exist in this
area as well. Improvements to the capabilities of current monitoring technologies, broader diffusion of the
equipment in the response community, or the development of new strategies or technologies could contribute to
providing responders with more rapid and accurate information on post-disaster operating environments.
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ganizations do not have the capabilities needed to gather necessary information, the
resources must be put in place.
Finally, major disasters require responders to have access to “big picture” hazard
information. To handle this issue, systems can be put in place to ensure rapid access
to overhead imagery [Study Interviews]. For example, response organizations could
maintain access to public or private helicopters to provide Incident Commanders
with a quick overhead perspective of a disaster scene.6
Access to Needed Hazard Assessment Resources in Other Organizations. The
diversity of hazards that can exist after a major disaster means that individual response organizations must often rely on external organizations to provide supplemental hazard assessment capabilities and expertise.7 For example, external organizations
possess technology and expertise to measure hazards such as airborne pollutants,
heavy metals, asbestos, particulates, and others. In addition, external organizations
can also provide access to technical assets that local response organizations could
never support on their own. Beyond the helicopters discussed above, a range of other
sophisticated overhead monitoring platforms can also contribute to management of
responder safety. Depending on the disaster type, information from weather and imaging satellites, airborne infrared sensors, thermal sensors, LIDAR (light detection
and ranging) instruments, or other monitoring systems can provide useful overhead
viewpoints.8 Consequently, agreements—such as memoranda of understanding,
formal plans, or mutual aid agreements—must be put in place before a major disaster
occurs to enable local response agencies to coordinate efforts to assess hazards and
access resources from other agencies. 9 Agreements must also be in place to ensure
that information produced by these varied sources can be effectively shared and used
among response organizations.10
Safety managers at a major disaster need points of contact in key organizations
at the local, state, and federal agency levels, as well as relevant nongovernmental organizations. With these contacts in place, they will have resources to call on when
____________
6 In

planning for airborne assessment, it is important to include backup options if adverse weather, flight restrictions, or disaster damage hinder the use of aerial assets.

7 This

need to rely on capabilities maintained by a range of other organizations was a key driver for recommending the integrated, incident-wide approach described in Chapter Seven.

8

Immediately following the September 11 attacks, satellite imaging and aerial overflights of the World Trade
Center and Pentagon sites were undertaken for damage assessment and hazard monitoring purposes [Williamson
and Baker 2002, 870 873].

9

To ensure that critical monitoring tasks are performed, planning must include the requirements for activating
agreements or calling on outside resources. Because not all contingencies can be predicted during planning,
backup sources for critical monitoring capabilities should be identified where possible.

10 Failure in sharing information among response organizations can pose significant safety issues. In the California wildfires of 1993, breakdowns in communications between response services meant that some responders
were not sufficiently aware of the speed and direction of movement of the wildfires [California Office of Emergency Services 1993].
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they face a specialized hazard assessment need. This requires developing contact lists
and information about the assessment capabilities of relevant organizations, as well as
building the interorganizational relationships needed to make such coordinated hazard monitoring function effectively. 11
Recommendation 4.2—Develop Assessment Methods, Checklists, Guidelines, and
Standards to Assist in Hazard Monitoring Efforts Among Multiple Agencies

Following a disaster, responders may not know all the potential health and safety
risks that should be examined or where to obtain monitoring capabilities for unfamiliar hazards. As a result, tools and resources to provide responders with guidance
on hazard monitoring needs and facilitate access to outside resources are needed. As
described above, development of lists of potential hazards is a critical element of disaster response planning. Beyond their utility in preparedness efforts, such lists can
also provide first responders at a disaster scene with information on potential hazards
that require assessment. Study discussion participants indicated that such lists—by
alerting responders to the types of questions they should be asking after particular
disasters—are needed to better define safety efforts, especially in the early phases of
disaster operations. In addition, such common lists can also help ensure that responders from different organizations have a uniform understanding of hazard monitoring needs. To ensure that such assessment tools are readily at hand when a disaster
occurs, ideally they should be tailored to be relevant to routine response operations as
well.
Assessment methods are also needed to manage and assure that hazard information produced in large-scale assessment operations is uniform and comparable
enough to be useful for safety management. Direct observation of the disaster aftermath is always a major source of hazard information for safety management. Although a few responders may be able to collect the necessary information at a small
incident, directly assessing a hurricane or earthquake impact zone could require hundreds of individuals. To perform such an assessment effectively, many individuals
must be coordinated in information gathering efforts. This need also applies to assessments performed by technical experts; for example, there were issues with consistency of the building stability assessments performed by structural engineers drawn
from many organizations after the Northridge earthquake [Collins 1999]. Interviewees reported use of standardized “score cards” or templates for damage assessment by
____________
11 Such contact lists could be developed at the local level as individual response organizations identify hazard assessment resources they need; alternatively, for national level assets in particular, such contact lists could be developed at the federal level as part of national preparedness efforts.
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response units to ensure consistency among the efforts of many individual responders. 12
Monitoring guidelines and standards can also contribute to ensuring that technical hazard assessment efforts—in areas such as air quality, water contamination, or
other environmental threats—of different organizations can effectively contribute to
safety management. Problems with different organizations using incompatible analytical methods or producing data that are not comparable can significantly undermine hazard assessment efforts. Responders indicated that efforts to standardize analytical methods and protocols to the extent possible should therefore be an important
part of preparedness [Study Workshop].
Recommendation 4.3—Develop Information Management Systems and Processes So
That Response Organizations Can Use Hazard Data More Effectively

The scale and multiagency nature of disaster response operations result in a requirement for information management tools to focus and integrate safety management.
To make it possible to use information from different response organizations’ monitoring efforts, hazard data must be produced and presented so it can be easily compared and utilized by safety managers. In presenting the results of assessments, standard forms and formats would make it easier for Incident Commanders to readily
absorb needed information [Study Workshop].13 When different hazard assessment
organizations present their results in markedly different ways, it is more difficult for
safety managers to use the information under time-limited conditions. 14 If data are
presented in a uniform manner, recognizing and resolving any disagreement among
different data sources are also more straightforward. Addressing such issues is particularly important when the hazard situation at an incident scene is uncertain
enough that appropriate monitoring and assessment strategies are not clear.
For multiagency hazard monitoring efforts, rapidly examining and assessing
hazard data produced by a range of different response organizations can be difficult.
Examination and assessment under high-pressure disaster situations require databases
to collate data and rapidly deliver needed hazard information.15 Appropriate data____________
12 Such tools and training are particularly important if volunteers or other nontraditional responders participate
in the hazard assessment process [Lewis 1993, 71].
13 Such standardized hazard assessment tools could be beneficial in routine emergency response as well as major
disaster operations. In addition, use during routine events would increase familiarity with the tools and help ensure that they could be used effectively during large-scale response operations.
14 In general, safety managers must filter out needed safety-related information from the larger body of available
information. The challenge is converting the quantity of information inherently involved in large-scale incidents
to the quality information needed to manage responder safety.
15 During the World Trade Center response, for example, the Environmental Protection Agency developed a
“Multi-Agency Data Management System” in an attempt to rationalize different organizations’ monitoring efforts
[EPA 2002].
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bases would make it possible for safety managers to quickly examine data produced
by different response organizations to identify discrepancies, track the evolution of
the hazard environment over time, and flag potential problems that require follow-up
examination.16
Because disaster response operations frequently take place over large areas that
involve significant differences in hazard environments, management tools that allow
responders to track data spatially can also contribute to safety management. To both
deliver assistance and protect responders after a major incident, it is critically important to understand differences in the hazard environment across the entire site. Depending on details of an incident, some areas might be very hazardous to responders
while others pose no major safety concerns. Because of the potential for destruction
of landmarks and other location indicators after a major event, strategies based on the
global positioning system (GPS) to assist in locating and defining hazard areas would
be valuable.17 Geographic information systems (GIS) can provide a useful tool to organize hazard information for an entire incident scene and make it readily accessible
to safety managers [Greene 2002]. By building a framework to consistently present
data, such technologies can make available the “panoramic view” of an incident that
responders indicated can be elusive at major incidents.18
Recommendation 4.4—Undertake Joint Exercises that Include Multiagency Hazard
Monitoring Efforts

To put multiagency monitoring capabilities in place rapidly after a major disaster,
hazard assessment activities must be practiced and relationships built among cooperating organizations. As a result, disaster exercises should include hazard assessment
components that test the adequacy of assessment plans and exercise multiagency coordination processes. All relevant organizations should be involved as a way of
building relationships and experience in joint operations that pose realistic, safetyrelated issues for responders.
____________
16 The common data presentation methods described above could significantly facilitate any effort to produce
such hazard information databases by providing a common input format for all organizations’ monitoring information.
17 For example, Hurricane Andrew stripped road signs from a significant fraction of the roads making it difficult
for even local responders to navigate the response area [Lewis 1993, 19].
18 Because specialized database or mapping systems may not be sufficiently applicable to response organizations’
day-to-day operations, these assets might be better built within states, regionally, or nationally and deployed rapidly to large-scale incident scenes.
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Information on the Responder Workforce: Maintaining Accountability
Data on Responders and Units
Along with an accurate sense of the types of hazards present, Incident Commanders
need reliable and timely information on the responders operating at the disaster
scene. This accountability information on both individual responders and their units
is integral to effective safety management. The study recommends several ways of
overcoming existing shortfalls in responder accountability during response operations. A combination of standard operating procedures, identification systems, and
emerging technologies can strengthen the capability of Incident Commanders to
know which responding entities are at the disaster scene, what functions they are performing, and where their personnel are located.
The nature of disaster response operations presents significant barriers to obtaining and maintaining sufficient information on the response workforce.
Large Geographic Scale. Large and complex disaster scenes undermine efforts of
response managers to maintain accountability information for response units and effectively track response resources. Responding to incidents over large areas requires
more responders, increasing the challenges in maintaining an awareness of individuals’ locations and activities. Complex and widespread disaster scenes also make establishing scene perimeters difficult, thereby reducing the opportunity to collect accountability information as workers enter and leave the scene.
Prolonged Duration. Because major disaster response operations often require
action over days, weeks, or even months, responding organizations must manage responder shift changes and work-to-rest rotations. The evolution of responders operating at the scene over time further complicates obtaining and maintaining accurate
accountability information.
Wide Range of Needed Capabilities. The involvement of responders from many
organizations also makes it difficult to collect information on the capabilities, activities, training, and equipment of responders at the incident. For example, after Hurricane Andrew, the Miami-Dade Fire Department alone estimated that it received mutual aid from 100 Florida departments and 25 out-of-state departments [Paulison et
al. 1993, 68]. Over 100 organizations participated in the response to the attack on
the Pentagon [Institute for Crisis Disaster and Risk Management 2002] and the
number of organizations involved in the World Trade Center response has been estimated to exceed 400 [Harrald 2002]. 19 Although individual organizations will be
familiar with the capabilities of their members and have mechanisms to monitor re____________
19 The response to the September 11, 2001, plane crash in Shanksville, Pa., involved over 74 organizations
[Grant and Hoover 2002].
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sponder accountability, few mechanisms exist to provide that information effectively
to Incident Commanders. 20
Influx of Convergent Volunteers and Supplies. Accounting for volunteers—
many of whom are not connected to any organization—is even more problematic.
Since they are generally not organized in a way that would allow response managers
to collect and manage information on individual volunteers’ capabilities, training,
and activities, it is particularly difficult to integrate convergent volunteers into safety
management efforts.21
Recommendation 4.5—Bolster the Role of Response Units in Accounting for
Personnel

For responders who are organized into defined response units, connection to the incident command structure at the unit level is a promising means for ensuring personnel accountability. Information on personnel accountability can be collected and
utilized through mechanisms to link responding units to the incident command
structure. Having units “report in” upon arrival at the scene is the first step. Then the
Incident Commander is aware of their presence at the site and can coordinate their
activities.22 Once assigned a response activity and operating location, responding
units periodically report their location and activities, thus maintaining accountability.
These reports ensure that the Incident Commander remains aware of their presence
when he or she makes choices on how to deal with hazardous conditions at the disaster scene. Such “unit level” accountability systems work best for response organizations that have defined and stable units.23 In other disaster response organizations,
many of which are organized very differently, applying unit-based approaches may
require forming responders into appropriate groups specifically for disaster response
purposes. Such a strategy must be planned, exercised, and evaluated before an event
occurs if it is to be successful in post-disaster conditions.
____________
20 In Hurricane Andrew, problems tracking what federal responders were on site led to confusion about who was
deployed where and resulted in duplicative staff requests [FEMA 1993, 157].
21 In the Oklahoma City bombing in April 1995, a volunteer nurse, who was not trained or equipped for urban
search and rescue activities, was fatally injured by a piece of falling debris after arriving at the disaster scene [Irving
1995, 75; Cone et al. 2003].
22 It should be noted that it is also critical to ensure that incident managers are not overwhelmed with too much
accountability data, resulting in information overload. Determining the right amount and frequency of accountability information needed to protect responders and manage operations is a key component of preparedness
planning.
23 This unit reporting mechanism has been developed extensively in the fire service [Brunacini 2002, 273; Coleman 2001, 17 18], for example, where a strong unit structure is maintained throughout a response.
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When unit-based approaches are used to support accountability, it should be
noted that unit or crew integrity is essential.24 As units deploy to the disaster scene,
they must account for all individual responders who are members of their unit. Requiring that units enter and depart the disaster scene together, and that they operate
as coherent units, ensures that individual or small groups of responders are not placed
in life-threatening situations without the knowledge of their commanders.
Recommendation 4.6—Develop Personnel Identification and Credentialing Systems
Better Suited to Major Disaster Response Operations

If responder identification and accountability functions cannot be provided at the
unit level (Recommendation 4.5), mechanisms must be put in place to provide safety
managers with this information for individual responders. Different types of identification methods exist for identifying responders in major emergency responses. Some
responding units make use of high-visibility vests to identify key personnel and colorcoded armbands to identify types of responder personnel. Issuing “event badges” to
responders is another way of identifying personnel at the disaster scene and indicating their authorized activities. In addition to including individual and unit identification, badges can be color-coded by day or can indicate the areas at the disaster site
where the responder is allowed access. Although such identification systems can provide some capabilities to visually identify responders, they cannot provide the accountability information safety managers need to adequately protect responders at
disaster response operations. In addition, they do not provide necessary safety-related
information about responders (e.g., expertise, training, and personal protective
equipment levels) for effective safety management. As a result, it is clear that more
robust identification and credentialing systems are needed to protect the safety and
health of responders during major disaster responses. Incident Commanders must be
able to identify authorized responders at a disaster scene, track their location and activity if needed, and have access to information on whether they possess the right
qualifications for working in a specific environment.
Because of the practical difficulties in implementing identification systems after
a disaster,25 providing these capabilities must be included in preparedness efforts.
Systems must be designed not only to prevent unauthorized individuals from gaining
____________
24 For resource accountability in emergency operations, the recommended practice of the fire service is to have
supervisors “maintain constant awareness of the position and function of all personnel assigned to operate under
their supervision.” One role of the ISO is to ensure that the department’s personnel accountability system is being
used. See NFPA, 2002c, pp. 7, 9.
25 In the Pentagon response, the initial computer production system for creating color-coded identification
badges for responders was quickly overwhelmed, resulting in substantial delays for responder relief crews [Arlington County 2002, A-69, C-58]. Similar problems occurred during the Oklahoma City rescue and recovery effort.
It took several days to establish a system and designate a central issuing agency [Oklahoma City MIPT 2002, 10
11].
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access, e.g., by duplicating badges, but also to ensure that responders with legitimate
needs to participate are not excluded. Any identification system should also provide
information on responder credentials: their certifications, training levels, and other
information on their general skills relevant to operating in a hazardous environment.26 It was also suggested that including information on any cross-training experience that individuals possess, as well as some medical information (e.g., vaccination
history and possible antibiotic sensitivities), could be important for protecting safety
in specific disaster situations.27
Responders cited a range of technological approaches that could make responder identification, credentialing, and accountability information much more
readily available to safety managers. Key technology options cited include “smart
cards” that could be rapidly scanned at a staging area or entry point at the disaster
scene to authenticate the identity and qualifications of individual responders.28 Other
options include the use of radio frequency tags that transmit the location and status
of individual responders, or bar code identifiers or biometric systems suitable for
tracking the movement of responders through entry/exit points. Responders emphasized that any new technological approaches should be subjected to pilot tests with
operational units to ensure that such equipment will work well in actual disaster circumstances.
Recommendation 4.7—Utilize Scene Control to Improve Cross-Agency
Accountability

Although technological solutions can contribute to improving personnel accountability, lower technology options can make a significant contribution as well. For
events where a hard perimeter can be established around the incident scene, even recording units’ response assignments and activities as they enter and leave the scene
could improve accountability. 29 Effective scene control has the benefit that it repre____________
26 Examples could include training levels for hazardous materials response, compliance with training standards
such as those issued by the National Fire Protection Association, or fit testing or experience in different types or
levels of protective equipment.
27 Alternative mechanisms for verifying responder credentials were also suggested during study discussions.
Qualification information could be collected centrally—such as through a national registry of responders similar
to that used in emergency medical services—providing incident managers with a quick route to assess the qualifications of potential responders. Another possibility is pursuing a “certified-organization” approach to evaluate and
certify the training and skill levels of responder organizations as a whole.
28 Responders cited the lack of nationwide standards for training and responder certification as a significant obstacle to developing credentialing systems for major disaster response. Setting minimum standards for certification
and training of responder personnel would enable the Incident Command to more easily establish qualifications
of responding units and their personnel.
29 At the Pentagon, operations in some areas had tight perimeter control, while others did not [Arlington County
2002]. Such accountability strategies based on scene control are even more problematic in wide area disasters,
such as Hurricane Andrew or the Northridge earthquake, where establishing a hard perimeter around the entire
disaster area is not feasible.
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sents a critical means for ensuring multiagency accountability. Since all responders
must cross the perimeter to participate in response activities, information can be collected from them independent of their “home organization.” Taking advantage of
this strategy requires that establishing clear scene perimeters, supported by personnel
monitoring those who enter and leave the scene, is a priority in response operations.
Means to do so must be included in preparedness plans to ensure that scene control
can be established as early as possible in a response.
Recommendation 4.8—Develop Minimum Standards for Safety and Health Training
for All Responders Involved in Disaster Response Operations

The need for safety managers to gather information on worker capabilities and
training is created by the significant differences that exist among responding organizations. If safety managers could assume a common, base level of training for all responders involved at an incident, the need to gather such information would be significantly reduced. In addition to contributing directly to better safety management,
not having to devote effort to gathering information on responder capabilities would
allow safety managers to give more attention to other concerns. Study discussions
indicated that the curriculum should include a basic familiarity with the following:
• the ICS approach to disaster response
• common terminology for safety and health issues
• an “all-hazards” perspective on the range of hazards that could be encountered
during disaster response activities
• relevant protective equipment, and when and how to use it
• decontamination and rehabilitation processes
• an overview of the diverse organizations that are likely to become involved in
major disaster response.
Models could be developed from existing safety standards and training programs,
such as those related to satisfying OSHA requirements for emergency response workers or skilled support personnel at sites where hazardous materials are present. 30 Beyond such minimum requirements, different response disciplines31 might add additional training requirements for their members.32
____________
30 The OSHA regulation 29 CFR 1910.120 on Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response
(HAZWOPER) sets training requirements for skilled support personnel involved in the cleanup operations at
sites containing hazardous materials [U.S. Department of Labor 2003].
31 One example from the fire service is the consensus standards and recommended practices on fire and safety
issues developed by the NFPA, which are widely used within the fire service.
32 Related to the need for common responder training standards, study discussions also highlighted the importance of having means for verifying the quality of the safety and health training provided to responders. Without
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Information on Responders’ Health and Injuries: Collecting Injury,
Exposure, and Health Status Data
Information on responder injuries and health status is critically needed to allow safety
managers to address safety problems and intervene to improve responder protection.
The extent to which information on responder injuries and health status is available
to Incident Commanders reportedly varies. For example, some study workshop participants indicated that current systems in many areas could provide this information; others, including responders involved in recent disaster response operations,
contradicted that view. Project interviews indicated that the characteristics of disaster
situations can make it particularly difficult to collect this information and provide it
to safety managers.
Large Number of People Affected, Injured, or Killed. During project discussions, responders reported that the focus in disaster situations is on meeting the
medical needs of victims, rather than on the needs of the responders serving them.
The intense operational pressures compete with efforts to collect information on the
health status of the responder workforce.
Large Geographic Scale. Just as the scale of disaster scenes hinders efforts to
collect hazard information and maintain responder accountability, it also gets in the
way of collecting needed health information on responders. Because responders are
often treated at multiple locations (or individually by their peers), mechanisms are
not routinely in place for injury or exposure information to feed back to safety management [Study Interviews].33 This was a particular issue at Hurricane Andrew where
both responders and victims were treated at broadly dispersed medical facilities
[Study Interviews].
Wide Range of Needed Capabilities. The involvement of many different responding organizations also makes it difficult to collect needed health status information. Although some individual responder organizations may have mechanisms to
collect information on injuries or exposures suffered by their own members, those
mechanisms may not be effective in post-disaster conditions, and routes are often not
in place to share such information to apprise safety management more broadly.
Influx of Convergent Volunteers and Supplies. Because convergent volunteers
are generally not effectively organized or connected to the Incident Command System, no mechanism exists for managers to become aware of injuries or exposures that
occur during such volunteer activities.
__________________________________________________________________
such verification mechanisms, it is difficult to assess the extent and quality of the safety and health training given
to responders.
33 An exception was the World Trade Center response, where National Disaster Medical System (NDMS) Disaster Medical Assistance Teams (DMATs) treated many responders on-site, which made it easier to collect data.
Even in that case, however, responders interviewed during the study indicated that the data did not reach them
fast enough or in a form that could be readily integrated into safety management [Study Interviews].
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Recommendation 4.9—Develop Systems to Provide Timely Information on
Responder Injuries and Exposures

Currently, self-reporting by responders is the primary method used to document injuries during response operations. However, the significant operational pressures that
exist in the early phases of a response may result in responders failing to report injuries.34 Getting a complete view of responder health status and potential risks is also
impeded by underreporting of less serious injuries that, while not immediately disabling or life threatening, could be indicative of more serious problems [Study Interviews].35 Without timely feedback on responder injuries, disaster safety managers will
not have accurate information on the scope and extent of noncritical injuries, as well
as the specific areas of the site where particular injuries are occurring [Study Interviews].
To ensure that necessary medical information is available, the types of injury
and exposure information needed should be defined—depending on the nature of
the incident and hazards present—as an element of preparedness planning. Formal
systems must be put in place to track injuries to emergency responders at major
events. 36 In light of the multiagency nature of disaster operations, these systems must
provide mechanisms to collect such data across different responding organizations. In
addition, to be most useful for injury prevention, these systems must be able to track
injuries in as close to real time as possible under the circumstances. How such systems would be implemented would clearly differ depending on the specifics of a local
community. If responder injuries are all treated at the disaster scene in a centralized
manner, collecting it may only require consistent reporting to incident safety managers. If responders are treated at local hospitals or at other locations away from the disaster scene, data collection and coordination mechanisms would be required to
____________
34 Because of their desire to continue assisting victims, responders who sustain injuries often do not report them
so that they can keep working. Responders suggested that more injuries would be reported if doing so did not
necessarily result in an obligation to stop working [Study Interviews].
35 For example, routine eye injuries can be indicative of problems in protection that could result in permanent
disability or, in an environment with significant pathogen risks, relatively minor cuts could develop into serious
medical problems if not appropriately addressed.
36 We were able to find instances of systematic patient data collection systems in the literature. At Northridge, a
single patient data collection system was used by DMATs and Veterans Administration clinics (that also mobilized to provide emergency medical care) to provide up-to-date data [Leonard et al. 1995]. However, this system
was not specific to emergency responders, and it is not clear that the emergency responder data were available.
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gather the needed information.37 Whatever procedure is used, data collection must
be systematic, using a defined set of terms and reported in a consistent manner.38

Summary
Major disasters present numerous barriers for gathering key types of information required for effective safety management. The nature of major disasters, particularly in
terms of a multitude of potential hazards and the diverse responder workforce, makes
the gathering of safety-related information critical for protecting emergency responders. Safety managers need timely and accurate information on the range of potential
hazards present (or expected) at a disaster scene. Better personnel accountability systems, including credentialing mechanisms to provide information on responder capabilities, are needed to protect responders during incident operations. Finally, innovative means are needed to provide timely feedback on the injuries and health
exposures responders suffer while carrying out disaster response assignments.
____________
37 The privacy requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 could affect the
ability to collect and utilize health information on the emergency response workforce. The requirements of the act
should therefore be addressed in any preparedness planning aimed at addressing this safety need.
38 Interviewees indicated that counting and data coding problems undermined data collection efforts at the
World Trade Center response. For example, a visit to a medical team to get safety glasses was reportedly entered
as an eye injury in the counting system [Study Interviews].

CHAPTER FIVE

Analyzing Options and Making Decisions

Once information is available to incident and safety managers, they must determine
the relevance of that information to responder safety and make judgments on appropriate courses of action. Taking advantage of the disparate sources of information
available to them, particularly in the early stages of a response operation, managers
must identify the critical areas where action can be taken to protect the responders
under their command.1 Their capability to effectively identify critical areas depends
on management tools and capacities in three main areas (see Figure 5.1):
• Assessing Hazards. Access to guidelines or technical expertise that provide a clear
understanding of the risk posed to responders by the hazard environment.
• Managing Risk. Knowledge of the response needs to allow comparison of the potential benefit of response actions to the risks they entail.
• Choosing Protective Options and Planning for Safety Needs. Management tools
and processes to provide up-to-date information on available protective equipment and matching protective options to the hazard environment.
During routine emergency response operations, the requirements to make effective safety decisions are relatively well defined. In the course of their operational activities, responders in all disciplines build experience with the hazards routinely involved in their activities and develop methods to assess risk and appropriately match
protective options to safety requirements. The nature of disaster situations, however,
makes it difficult to assess safety issues or to carry out this type of deliberative decision process.
____________
1

Other response decisions can affect responder safety. The choice among response strategies can have safety implications, and some operational actions may affect the presence or intensity of hazards, e.g., when extinguishing
fires. For the purposes of this discussion, these decisions are considered operational in nature, and although they
would likely involve the input of safety managers, they are not categorized as safety management decisionmaking.
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Figure 5.1
Making Decisions and Assessing Options
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Assessing Hazards: Judging the Level of Risk Faced by Responders
Once hazard information is available to a safety manager, the data must be assessed
to evaluate the danger posed to responders. In the earliest stages of response operations, this assessment will be based on information that is immediately available to
the first responders at the scene. Although this initial “size up” will guide safety management efforts during the early stages of operations, the characteristics of disaster
situations pose significant challenges to the continuation of effective hazard assessment.
Large Geographic Scale. The scale of major disasters, and the resulting magnitude of the safety concerns, can prevent safety managers from effectively assessing
hazards. Because of the demands of the disaster, a single safety manager may be
forced to address more safety issues than he or she can reasonably manage.
Large Numbers of People Affected, Injured, or Killed. The need to take immediate action when lives are at risk limits the time responders have available to make
decisions. Such time constraints make it difficult for safety managers to effectively
assess hazards and the risks posed to responders. 2 In the most intense situations,
____________
2

Under time-constrained conditions, managers often rely on cues from their earlier experience to allow rapid
decisionmaking [Klein 1998]. Most response organizations, however, lack experience in managing disaster-scale
operations.
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safety managers may even be “pulled away” into operational activities, thus compromising efforts to consistently assess safety hazards [Study Interviews].
Multiple, Highly Varied Hazards. The unusual hazards in some post-disaster environments can make it difficult to translate monitoring information into practical
and actionable hazard assessments. During day-to-day response activities, responders
build considerable experience with the hazards they routinely face. In disasters, most
responders face hazards that are unfamiliar and are more difficult to assess. For some
hazards—such as environmental pollutants, unusual hazardous materials, or biological threats—hazard assessment information may be highly technical in nature. In
some cases, there is no consensus on guidelines or regulatory requirements to define
what constitutes a dangerous level for particular hazards [EPA 2002].
Wide Range of Needed Capabilities. The involvement of many responder organizations in large-scale responses can also complicate hazard assessment. If different
organizations use different criteria to judge whether the area is dangerous, serious
confusion can arise. At the World Trade Center site, for example, disparities in the
hazard assessment efforts of different agencies occurred because differing standards
were being applied [Lioy and Gochfeld 2002]. Different standards were used by various organizations measuring asbestos, for example, leading to confusion about the
results [Lippy 2002].3 Data sharing problems among separate agencies can also complicate hazard assessment efforts.
Recommendation 5.1—Identify and Connect with Experts in Hazard
Assessment During Preparedness Planning

The nature of some hazards involved in disasters requires that technical and safety
experts from outside “traditional” response organizations become involved in safety
management decisionmaking. Hazard assessment is a process of identifying the hazards present at the scene and determining their potential impact on responder health
and safety. While knowing the level of a hazard is a first step, a safety manager also
needs to understand how responders’ exposures are affected by their activities. All
relevant variables must be weighed in the context of the response situation to enable
sound decisions on how the hazards can be effectively managed. Because disaster response operations are inherently time-limited environments, these assessment decisions must be made rapidly.
Making these assessments for many hazards requires technical input beyond
simply providing information on the presence or level of a hazard at the disaster
scene. As a result, technical experts and responders from safety-related organizations
participating in safety management need to provide safety managers with the context
and follow-up required for hazard information to be useful. In the case of complex
____________
3 Responders

indicated that similar problems occurred in the Pentagon response [Study Interviews].
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respiratory hazards, for example, hazard assessment requires information beyond
simply measuring the level of a contaminant in the environment. 4 Such information
includes the likely health effects of particular hazards, the applicability of different
protective options to reduce hazard exposures, and the consequences on response operations and for responders from potential safety actions. Such assessment is straightforward for some hazards, such as the physical risks posed to responders by debris at
some disaster scenes. For others, however, where the biological effects of particular
materials are not fully understood or there is no consensus on appropriate protective
options, significant expert input may be required for decisionmaking.
To ensure that appropriate expertise is available after a disaster occurs, relevant
technical experts and organizations must be identified as a component of preparedness activities. Response safety managers must understand any procedural or legal
requirements to call required experts in after a disaster and how rapidly they can respond to an evolving event. These experts could be drawn from federal, state, or local
regulatory or technical agencies, universities, nongovernmental organizations, or the
private sector. Depending on the nature of the disaster, individuals with knowledge
relevant to safety management could range from military experts on unconventional
weapons and infectious disease epidemiologists to industrial hygienists or occupational physicians. Integrating such assistance into decisionmaking also requires significant interagency coordination to foster the needed exchange between operational
responders and outside hazard experts.5 When there is no mechanism for this interaction to occur or barriers between organizations get in the way of effective cooperation, critical technical information for protecting responder safety may not be effectively linked to safety and operational decisions.
Recommendation 5.2—Develop a Better Understanding of Relevant
Exposure Thresholds and Guidelines for Disaster Response Conditions

In project interviews and workshop discussions, responders indicated that there are
significant problems in defining the appropriate regulatory guidelines and exposure
thresholds to interpret hazard data during emergency response.
____________
4 In

project discussions, such data on levels were often criticized for being “non-actionable,” since, on their own,
the data did not provide enough information to guide safety decisions. On the other hand, when technical experts
sought only to provide the “correct answer,” i.e., what protective equipment should be worn or what policy implemented based on their hazard assessment efforts, the results might not sufficiently consider the operational
needs of the response. For example, at the Pentagon response, some safety and health officials “pressed for a strict
policy that would guarantee protection under the most severe conditions, including having all responders operate
in Tyvek® suits, regardless of their particular assignment”[Arlington County 2002, A-68]. However, because of
the heat stress risk involved in having responders wear these suits for extended periods, this strategy was deemed
impractical. Instead, comprehensive decontamination and cleaning of responder equipment was substituted as a
safety management strategy that struck a better balance between the operational mission and safety needs of responders engaged in rescue operations.

5 This

need for integration was one component that drove the research team to consider the integrated, incidentwide approach described in Chapter Seven.
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Questions were raised about the appropriateness of existing occupational exposure guidelines for shorter-term, potentially very intense exposures during emergency
response operations [Study Workshop; Lioy and Gochfeld 2002].6 Differences must
also be resolved between exposure thresholds defined for occupational environments
versus those for overall exposure of the public at large [Study Workshop].
From the diversity of views observed, it is clear that there is no current consensus on appropriate thresholds and standards for interpreting monitoring data during
disaster response conditions. To improve overall understanding of hazard exposures,
there is a need for further scientific research and data collection to better understand
intense short-term hazards exposures, simultaneous exposure to many hazards, and
the potential long-term health effects that can result. Because of the complexity of
these areas, such a research effort represents a long-term investment to improve understanding in these areas.
In the short term, guidelines are needed to assist Incident Commanders in
making decisions as part of the overall risk-benefit analysis of response operations.
Development of these guidelines must involve the full range of response organizations so technical disagreements about hazard data can be addressed and, to the
extent possible, resolved as part of preparedness efforts. It is clear that such technical
disagreement cannot be successfully resolved during the time-limited and highpressure conditions of an ongoing disaster response.

Managing Risk: Balancing Risks and Benefits in Response
Hazard information provides the basis for risk assessment—weighing the need for
decisive operational action against the risks involved in doing so. Safety managers
provide critical input on risks and safety options that Incident Commanders consider
in the context of the practical needs of the response. Effective safety management
therefore requires a clear judgment on whether disaster victims can still be rescued or
whether response activities are in a recovery, or cleanup, mode [Worker Education
and Training Program 2002]. The nature of disaster situations makes drawing this
distinction particularly difficult, however.
Large Numbers of People Affected, Injured, or Killed. Because of the large
number of individuals affected by a disaster, it is often difficult to determine the potential benefit from continued rescue operations. Although distinguishing between
the rescue and recovery phases of a response seems clear in principle, making the distinction during particular responses is often problematic [Neal 1995]. Identifying
extreme cases is straightforward. At the site of the September 11, 2001, crash of
____________
6 During

the period that research for this study was being performed, OSHA was also carrying out an evaluation
of the applicability of regulations and productive roles for regulatory agencies in post-disaster environments.
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Flight 93 in Shanksville, it could be quickly established that there were no survivors
and a decision could be made to adjust response tactics [Grant and Hoover 2002].
Response activities at the World Trade Center site are an example of a much more
difficult case because circumstances prevented local authorities from making a clear
distinction between the rescue and recovery phases.7
Wide Range of Needed Response Capabilities. The involvement of multiple organizations in major disaster response can also create other complications for safety
decisionmaking. Organizations from different response disciplines can have very different approaches to risk management [Jackson et al. 2002]. Such differences in approach can derive from the nature of their activities—e.g., law enforcement responders have different practical concerns about some risks compared with the concerns of
emergency medical responders. Such differences can result in organizations coming
to different judgments about appropriate risk levels.
Recommendation 5.3—Address the Transition Between the Rescue and
Recovery Phases of Disaster Response Operations in Preparedness Planning

After a major event, making the decision that the diminishing chances of rescuing
anyone alive no longer justify putting responders at an elevated risk is difficult. Views
clearly differ on the right approach to this issue. Some responders indicated that,
since victim survivability is so difficult to predict, it is important to maintain rescue
operations as long as any possibility exists. Others voiced caution at that strategy,
emphasizing the added risks involved in the faster pace of rescue operations.
In the aftermath of a disaster, concluding rescue operations will almost certainly
be exceptionally difficult for responders and political leaders alike [Study Interviews].
However, a decision not to address such issues head on could have significant consequences for responder safety, depending on the incident. Although there was no consensus on the correct approach to solving this problem, it is clear that the politically
and emotionally charged environment after a disaster is not an appropriate time to
resolve such differences. Planning for this transition, including how the decision will
be made and who will make it, should be included in pre-disaster preparedness activities.
____________
7 Study

Interviews with a number of organizations involved in the World Trade Center operations, and examination of available literature, produced no discernable consensus on when the site transitioned from the rescue to
the recovery mode [Study Interviews; NVFC (National Volunteer Fire Council) 2002; Jackson et al. 2002, 47;
Lioy and Gochfeld 2002].
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Choosing Protective Options and Planning for Safety Needs:
Supporting Effective Decisionmaking in Responder Protection and
Risk Mitigation
A key component of safety management decisionmaking is choosing appropriate protective equipment and/or risk mitigating measures in light of available hazard information. To make good decisions, safety managers need a clear understanding of the
equipment options available to them, how to choose among them, and how to project protection and resource needs as response efforts continue. However, the characteristics of major disasters complicate making these protection decisions.
Multiple, Highly Varied Hazards. The potential for unusual hazards in the postdisaster environment complicates protection decisions. During the earliest phases of
response operations, detailed hazard assessment information is often not available to
guide selection among safety equipment options. Furthermore, shortages of supplies
may also mean that the best equipment for particular hazards is not immediately
available.
Wide Range of Needed Response Capabilities. While many different responder
organizations are needed to address the operational needs of disaster response operations, various organizations often come with very different equipment and safetyrelated capabilities. These variations can have a major effect on the range of safety
options available to safety managers. In addition, the number and variety of individual responders involved make estimating equipment needs for the response more difficult.
Influx of Convergent Volunteers and Supplies. While different response organizations come to disaster response operations with differing equipment and capabilities, convergent volunteers often come without supplies or training in the use of protective equipment. Donations of safety-related equipment, while potentially
important for both responders and volunteers, also challenge decisionmaking. This
perspective was highlighted as a serious problem after both Hurricane Andrew and
the Oklahoma City bombing [Study Interviews; Oklahoma Department of Civil
Emergency Management 2000]. If such convergent supplies are not systematically
inventoried, managers do not know what are available and cannot integrate them
into safety management.
Recommendation 5.4—During Disaster Planning, Address Issues Concerning
Safety Equipment and Multiagency Coordination of Safety Logistics

For safety managers to make good decisions among potential protective options, they
require accessible and accurate information about the options available at the incident scene or from outside organizations. Safety managers need to know what particular organizations bring to an incident scene and where needed equipment can be
obtained when an event occurs. In some cases, other responding organizations may
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be able to provide supplemental safety equipment. Prepositioned supply caches maintained by federal agencies should also be integrated into planning. In addition, safety
managers may have to make arrangements with private firms to provide needed supplies. The high-pressure conditions immediately following a disaster are a difficult
time to pursue new supplier relationships or seek out equipment from new sources.8
As a component of preparedness planning, responder organizations should
maintain up-to-date inventories of their own resources and any external resources
available through agreements or standing contracts. These lists should also include
information on any requirements to activate mutual aid pacts, invoke interagency
agreements, call on federal resources, or purchase supplemental supplies [Lewis 1993;
NFPA 2000b]. To the extent possible, resource planning should also seek to address
equipment interoperability concerns that can prevent most effective use of safety
equipment in multiagency operations [Jackson et al. 2002]. It is also critical to plan
for any training needed for responders to use equipment effectively. If responders are
given equipment that is not properly fitted or are not instructed in its proper use, its
effectiveness could be reduced or eliminated [Lippy and Murray 2002]. To the extent
possible, these analyses should also try to identify if multiple response organizations
in an area are relying on equipment support from the same external organizations or
vendors. If this is the case, supplemental capabilities may not be available when a
large-scale incident occurs.
Because disaster response operations may include organizations from outside the
immediate area, groups that are not included in pre-planning activities may become
involved in response operations. Methods to address these groups must be included
as part of the planning process. Information on their equipment could be integrated
into decisionmaking if they provide sufficient information to safety managers when
they arrive at the incident scene. Alternatively, the credentialing systems discussed
previously could provide safety managers with information on responders’ equipment.
Promoting standardization and interoperability may be an effective strategy to
address multiagency safety equipment coordination concerns at large-scale incidents.
If safety equipment is standardized and interoperable, safety managers will no longer
need to collect information on different organizations’ resources since compatibility
could be assumed. This could significantly reduce the logistical burden involved in
providing supplies during an extended response and could free up managers’ time
and attention for other safety concerns.
____________
8 With

respect to the private sector, responders reported that close relationships with supplier organizations were
critical for supplying the response operations to the September 11, 2001, attacks.
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Recommendation 5.5—Develop Guidelines for Selecting Protective
Equipment to Use in the Early Phase of Response

During the earliest phases of response operations, before technical expertise can be
brought to bear or supplemental safety equipment can be located, responders and
safety managers need guidelines, checklists, or other decisionmaking tools to assist in
developing appropriate protection strategies. Such tools should provide guidance for
selecting equipment based on the initial “size up” of the situation and processes to
reevaluate protective options as response operations continue and additional information becomes available.9
Recommendation 5.6—Develop Guidelines for Estimating the Safety
Equipment Requirements for Disaster Response Operations

In addition to determining the type of safety resources needed for a disaster response,
safety managers (in coordination with the logistics section of response management,
see Figure 3.1) must also estimate the amount of various safety resources that will be
needed over the course of the response effort.10 To the extent that equipment needs
can be defined, reasonable projections of required equipment help to avoid oversights
in resource requests or, conversely, requests for supplies that are not needed, unnecessarily complicating logistics operations. Because of the complexity of large-scale, multiagency operations, safety managers need better methods to estimate resource needs
to guide safety logistics efforts.

Summary
Safety management decisionmaking faces a series of challenges, exacerbated during
the early phase of a major disaster response when time pressures are severe and substantial uncertainty exists. To effectively protect responders, safety managers need
better guidelines and technical support to carry out hazard assessment and clearer risk
assessment criteria as response operations transition from rescue to recovery phases.
To support effective decisionmaking on responder protective equipment issues, preparedness efforts must ensure that safety managers can rapidly determine available
equipment options, have guidelines to assist in choosing equipment in the absence of
relevant or complete hazard information, and can reasonably estimate safety equipment needs for large-scale and extended response operations.
____________
9

For example, RAND and NIOSH are involved in an effort to develop guidelines of this type for protective
equipment selection for response operations after a major building collapse.

10 Such estimates must obviously be periodically revisited as response efforts continue, circumstances change, or
better information is developed.

CHAPTER SIX

Taking Action

Even if safety managers have access to accurate information and the resources needed
to make safety decisions, the results of their efforts will have little effect on safety unless they are communicated effectively to the workforce and reliably implemented by
responders. Disaster safety managers must have access to incident managers, sufficient authority, and the leadership abilities needed to carry out their roles within the
incident management structure and to ensure that necessary safety decisions are put
into practice. Doing so requires that organizational and preparedness measures are in
place to support safety management. This third stage of the safety management cycle,
taking action, relies on safety managers having the following (see Figure 6.1):
Figure 6.1
Taking Action

Gather Information

• Communicating and
implementing safety decisions

Take
Action

• Providing health maintenance
measures and medical care

Analyze Options
and Make
Decisions
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safety-related supplies
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• Effective Mechanisms for Implementing Safety Decisions. Strategies to allow incident-wide communication of safety decisions and effective action in multiagency disaster response operations.
• Measures to Protect the Health of Responders. Enforceable practices to sustain responder health during long-term response operations.
• Human Resource and Equipment Management. Procedures to manage responder
resources, disaster volunteers, and safety-related equipment.
During routine response operations, individual organizations develop standard
approaches and enforcement authorities for implementing safety decisions. However,
implementing safety management decisions at a disaster scene is much more complex. Clear lines of authority for safety management frequently do not exist at the
incident level for major disasters. While the Incident Commander coordinates the
activities of all the organizations involved, he or she does not have direct command
authority over all of them. 1 The involvement of many separate response organizations and, furthermore, the participation of independent, convergent volunteers in
disaster response operations make taking effective action to protect responders more
difficult.

Effective Mechanisms for Implementing Safety Decisions: Improving
Safety Implementation During Multiagency Response Operations
Because individual responding organizations retain primary responsibility for protecting the safety and health of their members, centralized mechanisms do not exist
to enforce even minimum levels of protection across different responder groups.
While it is important that organizations retain clear responsibility to protect their
members, responders indicated that this inability to establish a common protection
strategy for an incident can undermine all organizations’ efforts to implement safety
measures. On the one hand, the presence of responders with little or no protection
can lead others to question whether they really need to use protective equipment;
conversely, if some responders use much higher levels of protection, this can result in
questions and stress for others about whether they have been adequately protected.
____________
1

A fire service expert indicated that, in his view, labeling the leader of a large-scale response as the “Incident
Commander” is a misnomer since that individual “doesn’t really command most of the people involved” [Study
Interviews]. For example, organizations at different levels of government may have their own statutory or functional responsibilities to carry out at an incident and could connect with the ICS through liaison rather than
command relationships [USCG 2001]. Furthermore, many participants in study discussions cited the difficulties
with response organizations and units that should be integrated into the ICS but instead are “freelancing”—taking operational action independently of the ICS during major disasters—as an ongoing problem from
both operational and safety perspectives.
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These multiagency implementation difficulties are exacerbated by other characteristics of the post-disaster environment:
Large Geographic Scale. The size of disaster scenes makes it very difficult to implement safety decisions across all involved responders. Different groups often operate in different areas and may face different types and intensities of hazards, producing further barriers to effective coordination. The large scale of disaster sites also
makes perimeter control less effective or impractical. In multiagency response operations, scene control can provide a critical safety enforcement mechanism because individuals monitoring the perimeter can verify that responders entering the scene are
appropriately trained and equipped to operate safely.
Large Numbers of People Affected, Injured, or Killed. The selfless desire of responders to assist disaster victims as rapidly as possible can be a barrier to safety implementation. This drive to help victims can push responders to disregard safety
practices perceived to reduce their response effectiveness. The perception among responders that respiratory protection hindered their ability to work was cited as a
major reason for low usage of the equipment at the World Trade Center response
[Jackson et al. 2002].
Damage to Infrastructures. Just as damage to technological and communications infrastructures hinders collection of safety-related information, it also presents a
significant barrier to safety implementation as well.
Recommendation 6.1—As Part of Multiagency Preparedness Efforts, Address the
Issue of Safety Implementation

Implementing consistent protection measures across multiagency disaster operations
requires that all involved organizations abide by the safety decisions made by the disaster safety manager(s).2 Because the Incident Commander does not necessarily have
direct command over responders from all other responding organizations,3 a common approach must be built from broad trust in the safety leadership and an overall
consensus that the minimum safety requirements put forward are reasonable for the
conditions of the response. Individual response organizations and units enforcing
common minimum safety standards for their members—or agreeing to support
common, incident-wide enforcement efforts—support adherence to these standards.
Because the high-pressure conditions after an event are not conducive to the development of such a multiagency consensus, safety implementation should be included in preparedness efforts. Responders collectively labeled these efforts as build____________
2

This recommendation does not consider regulatory requirements that may apply to specific post-disaster situations, such as those included in OSHA Regulation 1910.120, Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response. Such regulatory requirements, applied across response organizations, would centralize elements of safety
enforcement even without fully centralized command authority.

3

For example, agencies supporting or cooperating in the operation that connect to the command structure
through liaison [USCG 2001].
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ing a common “culture of safety” among responding organizations [Study Interviews;
Study Workshop]. Components that should be addressed in this preparedness process could include consensus safety policies for given disaster types and agreement on
acceptable enforcement mechanisms for safety policies during response operations.
Standardized planning tools—such as a model disaster safety and health management
plan—could serve as a framework around which organizations could develop this
consensus.4 Such a model plan could be adopted by emergency managers and responder organizations as a starting point for responder safety planning and modified
to reflect the specific requirements of the local area. Use of Unified Command and
regular multiagency exercises was also cited as an important mechanism to build this
common understanding.
Recommendation 6.2—As Part of Preparedness Planning, Include Safety and Risk
Communication

Given the communication problems often associated with disaster situations, it may
be difficult for safety managers to effectively communicate hazard and safety information. Participants in study discussions indicated that improved mechanisms are
required to communicate needed information in large-scale responses. For safety
management, clear communication channels are needed to allow communication
from incident command to response organizations, to response units, and, if appropriate, to individual responders. Because of the potential for disruptions after disasters occur, backup options are needed for critical communications.5 Because there are
so many potential methods for providing communications—including a wide range
of technological and organizational options—study research did not identify specific
solutions. However, based on experiences in recent disaster operations, study interviewees did highlight the potential usefulness of multiagency safety meetings, responder briefings, and safety-related public information strategies in multiagency response operations.
Periodic safety meetings were cited as useful in disseminating safety information
to the range of organizations involved at a major incident. Such sessions provided a
centralized way for this type of communication at both the Pentagon and the World
Trade Center responses. However, responders indicated that the effectiveness of information being transferred from the safety meeting through organizations to responders could differ considerably. Some organizations were very effective at trans____________
4

A responder cited standardized health and safety planning that has been developed in hazardous materials response as an example of this approach.

5 Disaster

preparedness planning should include what responding organizations need to obtain particular types of
information. Laying out information flows and, to the extent possible, identifying particular information requiring immediate command attention can prevent later communications breakdowns. This process has been referred
to as defining “critical incident factors” [Brunacini 2002, 124 126] or “critical information requirements” [Department of the Army 2001].
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mitting new or updated guidelines to their members while others were less so. Interviewees cited particular problems in communicating effectively with skilled trade and
other construction workers who are less frequently involved in disaster response operations.6
A primary strategy for communicating safety-related information is the consistent use of safety briefings or orientations before responders begin work at a response
or at the beginning of daily work shifts. Because such briefings are familiar in a range
of different response professions, they provide a structure that can be useful for a
number of different groups. To be relevant throughout a sustained response, however, such briefings must be updated constantly and provided to responders regularly.
Responders indicated that broader-based methods of communication could complement these on-site orientation briefings. Strategies and methods to get information
directly to responders on protective equipment requirements or particular hazard information were seen as effective.
In particularly large-scale responses, study discussion participants indicated that
the incident command’s public information strategy could be a key component of
safety communication to responders. Because information released to the media has
many avenues to reach individual responders, public releases of hazard information
can be an important route to increase responder protection.7 Responders emphasized, however, that the release of conflicting, misleading, or otherwise unclear information by multiple response organizations does not benefit safety. As a result,
there must be effective coordination of the information being released by all responding organizations, ideally through a single point of contact, so the incident
management structure speaks with a single voice. In addition, public information
release efforts must make clear any differences between hazards involved in response
activities and more general hazards to which the public is exposed to minimize general confusion over any disparities in required protection levels.
Recommendation 6.3—Pursue Effective Scene Control As a Safety Enforcement
Measure

Study discussions with responders suggest that there is broad agreement on the importance of scene control as a safety enforcement strategy. If a hard perimeter can be
put in place around a scene and the entry points controlled, crossing the perimeter
becomes an opportunity to make certain that all responders entering the scene are
informed, trained, and equipped in accordance with the response safety procedures.
Responders who are not in compliance can be identified and denied access to the
____________
6

In a multilingual environment, serious problems can occur if safety information is not available in languages
accessible to all responders [Study Interviews].

7 For

example, discussion participants indicated that they observed increased compliance with respiratory protection use at the World Trade Center following media reports on airborne hazards at the site [Jackson et al. 2002].
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scene.8 However, difficulties in establishing a perimeter at very wide area events, such
as the Northridge earthquake and Hurricane Andrew, make this strategy problematic
for enforcing safety for entire response operations. Establishing secondary or internal
perimeters at a disaster scene is also crucial for enforcing safety practices for particular
areas of the scene. At many disaster sites, particularly those involving the release or
potential release of hazardous materials, Incident Commanders will seek to isolate
areas of particular hazard by establishing an internal perimeter.9 Internal scene
perimeters that define areas for equipment or other traffic, as part of an overall traffic
safety plan for the incident scene, are also critical for protecting responders from vehicle-related hazards.
Although there is a range of operational reasons for why effective scene control
is desirable at a major disaster scene, it can make a critical contribution to effective
safety management and enforcement as well. Control of the scene perimeter and internal traffic provides the management structure with an enforcement mechanism
that can cut across organizational boundaries. Therefore, response organizations
should endorse and foster multiagency acceptance of scene control as a component of
preparedness planning and rigorously implement scene control in the event of a major incident.10 This planning must include training for all relevant responders on effectively enforcing entry/exit, checking for required protective equipment, and other
policies as part of monitoring the incident perimeter.
Recommendation 6.4—Provide On-Site Training, But Not As a Substitute for
Pre-Incident Training

The diversity of response organizations involved in major disasters can result in some
responders lacking needed information to follow safety policies or implement protective measures. One way of addressing these responder training needs is by providing
workers necessary information on-scene at the disaster site. Although stressing the
importance of on-scene efforts as an element of risk communication, site-safety orientation, or instruction in the use of particular protective equipment, individuals in
the emergency response community interviewed for this study generally believe that
such “just-in-time” training is an inadequate substitute for the more complete training that can be delivered before an incident occurs. 11 Such efforts may also be effec____________
8 Examples

cited where this was effective include the response to the bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in
Oklahoma City [Jackson et al. 2002], portions of the World Trade Center site [California Task Force 3 2001;
Study Workshop], and individual collapse sites in the Northridge earthquake [FEMA 1994a].

9 Establishing

operating zones is a standard practice at hazardous material incidents [Hawley 2000, 127 129].

10 In

addition, response commanders and other leaders visiting the site must follow the rules to set a good example, or else respect for scene control policies will be undermined [Study Interviews].
11 The experience at the World Trade Center site highlighted the challenges of undertaking on-site training for
those in the construction trades and others, including the inevitable time lag in instituting such programs under
the most difficult circumstances. One report notes that “months passed before the official training program” for
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tive in providing “refresher” training for personnel who had previously received instruction or in providing specific information on nonstandard equipment or response
techniques. Otherwise, any individuals or responding units lacking the necessary preincident training for operating in the hazardous areas of a disaster scene should be
removed from the site at the earliest possible time.

Measures to Protect the Health of Responders: Adopting a Force
Health Protection Approach
In an analogy to concepts from the military, the study team drew on the idea of
“force health protection” to broadly describe measures that can be employed by
emergency response agencies to ensure that the force can “live to fight another day.”
However, the characteristics of disaster response situations make it difficult to effectively implement measures to provide for responder health maintenance and treatment needs.
Large Numbers of People Affected, Injured, or Killed. During the early phases
of response, medical activities are often focused on the needs of disaster victims; in
situations where many victims require assistance, responders may ignore their own
injuries to continue helping others [Study Interviews].
Prolonged Duration. The duration of major disaster response operations creates
the need for additional safety implementation activities that are not needed in routine emergency response. From a drive to rapidly address the needs of the victims,
responders often work for extended periods.12 Such practices can result in exhausted
responders losing their capacity to work effectively and, through poor decisions or
direct action, hurting themselves or others. It was reported that responders and managers worked unsustainably long work shifts at Hurricane Andrew, the World Trade
Center response, and the response to the anthrax attacks [Study Interviews]. 13
Multiple, Highly Varied Hazards. Disaster-specific hazards can require health
protection and treatment options that may not be routinely available to responder
organizations. Beyond physical injury or hazardous exposures, the traumatic nature
of major disaster situations can result in significant critical incident stress issues. 14
__________________________________________________________________
skilled support personnel working at the World Trade Center site was approved and implemented. An envisioned
two-day program of awareness training for workers was scaled back to three hours [Lippy and Murray 2002, 11].
12 These

issues were cited as problems in every response operation examined [Study Interviews].

13

In the response to major flooding in Pima County, Arizona, a public safety helicopter reportedly crashed as a
result of responder fatigue due to “overwork in high-risk rescue operations and inadequate crew rest” [McHugh
1995].
14 For example, after the Oklahoma City bombing, critical incident stress issues had significant effects on the fire
department involved, including premature retirements of employees as a result of post-traumatic stress disorder
[Bunch and Wilson 2002].
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The effects of some hazards may not become manifest for some time, creating the
potential for disaster-related impacts over extended periods.
Recommendation 6.5—Improve Health Maintenance by Preparing and
Implementing Sustainability Measures

Workforce health protection encompasses a variety of activities designed to maintain
the health of the responders through extended disaster operations. Regarding responder medical care, a study workshop participant described such sustainability efforts this way,
It’s basic preventive medicine and public health: eating, sleeping, drinking,
washing hands, showering. There is a need to break down the management
mind-set that allows emergency responders to work beyond the point of exhaustion and not have basic sleep hygiene [Study Workshop].

These measures include the provision of rehabilitation to reduce fatigue and
provide near real-time medical monitoring of emergency responders [NFPA 2002c,
8], the enforcement of work/rest ratios, and the development and enforcement of
decontamination procedures appropriate to threats involved at the disaster site.
Rehabilitation. Response managers must recognize the long-term nature of disaster response operations early and put rehabilitation measures in place both for
managers and for workers. These measures must be mandatory, and it is critical that
response leadership “lead by example” because of the tendency of emergency responders to emulate leaders who continue to work despite obvious exhaustion [Study
Workshop]. Study workshop participants, while concurring with the importance of
rehabilitation to the sustainability of the workforce, suggested that this concept is
poorly defined in many emergency response systems. They pointed to a lack of adequate pre-planning as part of the problem [Study Workshop].
Rehabilitation should include an opportunity for a break (both physical and
mental) from response activities. Effective mechanisms to ensure that food and drink
are available to responders are also critical components of planning; the practical requirements of delivering such necessities to responders can differ considerably among
disaster types [FEMA 1992]. A formal rehab process also should include simple preventive health assessments (such as monitoring heart rate and checking blood pressure) as well as a quick assessment for stress.15 Rehabilitation can also provide an opportunity to relieve some stress via information dissemination and rumor control
____________
15 Providing “mental health” assessments (that is, more than just a “quick look in the eyes”) during rehabilitation
may pose some difficult confidentiality problems because rehabilitation space is often limited at a disaster site
[Study Workshop]. It may be more appropriate to have responders suffering acute stress reactions leave the site
and to receive additional assessment and intervention in a more confidential environment.
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[Study Interviews].16 In some major disasters, emergency responders and their families may be victims as well [Lewis 1993; Study Interviews]. Rehab breaks can provide
an opportunity to reassure responders by giving them access to telephones to check in
with their families.
The rehabilitation structure needs to be managed within the ICS and approached systematically rather than being left only to voluntary groups that deploy to
the disaster site. It has also been argued that a formal process of rehabilitation, if used
at every level of incident and not just major disasters, will become second nature to
emergency responders, and that will help with compliance [Study Interviews]. Workshop participants endorsed the need for development of a “checklist” to help local
communities prepare for responder rehabilitation activities, noting that a range of
appropriate activities will be related to incident type and duration [Study Workshop].
Work/Rest Ratio. One of the specific issues in dealing with responder fatigue is
the need for a near real-time mechanism for monitoring how long individual responders have been working at the disaster site. Although managing responder shift
changes and work periods is a key function of the planning section of the ICS, when
no one is monitoring how long individuals have been on-site, many will keep working well past exhaustion [Study Workshop]. In addition, as with rehabilitation policies, if leaders show no concern for their own welfare, the “troops” will follow their
lead. Unfortunately, workshop participants felt that it was often true that “the ones
least likely to give up the reins and put their weight behind rest and rehab are the
ones at the top” [Study Workshop].
The appropriate work/rest ratio may change over the course of an incident. The
first six hours may be the most physically and mentally demanding time for the Incident Commander and senior leaders at the scene [Study Workshop]. Therefore, although the pressure to stay at the scene may be intense, shift change in the most early
phase of an emergency event may need to be sooner rather than later for senior leaders [Study Workshop]. An appropriate work/rest ratio has to be defined by what the
emergency responders are doing and the equipment they are wearing; however, shifts
of longer than 12 hours will undoubtedly result in risks brought on by fatigue
[Brainard and Behrendt 1993].17 It is also important to recognize in planning for
manpower at the scene that, when decontamination is required and travel time is included, a 12-hour work shift actually may amount to 14 or 15 hours or more. Inclu____________
16 For example, there were rumors in Oklahoma City that human remains were contaminated with cholera, creating unnecessary stress in an already stressful situation [Study Workshop].
17 For example, a responder working in fully encapsulating protective equipment would require far more frequent
rest than a responder working a “regular 12-hour shift” in standard clothing. While the latter might only need
rest every four to six hours, the demands of fully encapsulating equipment might mean the former should be
resting after two hours or less [Study Workshop].
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sion of responders’ personal needs in safety planning—providing opportunities for
them to obtain food, sleep, and personal hygiene facilities near the incident
scene—can enhance opportunities for rest by reducing needed travel. Where possible,
rotation of multiagency emergency teams is an alternate mechanism to allow for
longer periods of “downtime” for emergency responders [Study Interviews]. Shifts
are also much easier to enforce if all responder agencies are following the same shift
schedule. If that is not possible, color-coded event badges (discussed previously)
could be used to help with the enforcement of the work/rest ratio and rehab [Study
Workshop].
Decontamination. A key aspect of responder health protection is effective decontamination procedures. Decontamination may be critical to the prevention of illness, especially in the case of a nuclear, biological, or chemical attack, and yet compliance with decontamination procedures, especially in the early phase of a major
disaster, has proven to be a problem.18 In order to be used, decontamination facilities
have to be readily accessible, and it is critical that response managers lead “by example.” If management neither takes responsibility for nor endorses decontamination
efforts, any attempt at establishing a system will likely fail [Study Interview]. Insufficient decontamination can lead to the spread of contamination both on and away
from the site. If workers who are contaminated at the site receive medical care, either
on-site or in local hospitals, they can, in turn, contaminate emergency medical services (EMS) and hospital personnel [Study Workshop]. If workers who are contaminated leave the site to go home, they can contaminate their vehicles and homes, potentially exposing others to health risks.
There are some natural leverage points for enforcing decontamination procedures at major disaster sites. Hand washing can be required before access to food is
allowed [Study Workshop]. If an effective perimeter has been established, trucks can
be stopped for wash down before exiting the scene [Study Workshop]. Perimeter
control also makes it possible to screen workers (including construction and trade
workers and convergent volunteers) for contamination before they leave the disaster
site [Study Interviews]. The FEMA Urban Search and Rescue (US&R) Program
Staff’s after-action analysis of the September 11, 2001, response operations specifically highlighted the need for improved guidelines for “hygiene, gross decontamination, and technical decontamination” [FEMA US&R Program Staff 2002].
____________
18 For example, although the National Medical Response Team (NMRT) Task Force set up three decontamination corridors at the Pentagon site, compliance was initially incomplete, even among responders involved in recovery of bodies and debris removal [Study Interviews]. This situation was far from unique, according to interviewees with knowledge of a variety of such response operations.
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Recommendation 6.6—Provide Medical Care to Responders During the Early Phase
of a Disaster Response Operation

Based on study discussions, there is a need for better strategies to provide medical
care to emergency responders in the earliest stages of response operations. Although
medical care for responders is a function within the logistics section of the ICS, during the high pressure and chaotic environment in the early phases of disaster response, effectively treating responder injuries is difficult without having medical providers directly connected to responder units involved in operations. The need for
effective treatment of responders would be even more critical in some terrorist scenarios (such as attacks with nuclear, biological, or chemical weapons) that could result in significantly more responder injuries than have been experienced to date. Disaster preparedness must therefore consider potential responder injuries in different
types of response operations and include plans to treat them. Key information to be
factored in includes the capabilities of the local EMS system and local hospitals.
Planning should also consider the potential public and responder health implications
if responders or hospital staff suffer casualties in performing their missions.
One model suggested during study discussions to provide immediate treatment
for responder injuries at the disaster scene is development of a “tactical medic role.”19
Workshop participants observed that, in Desert Storm, military commanders anticipated that mass casualties were a possibility; so they deployed significant numbers of
qualified medics to the front lines with the troops. The fact that many firefighters
have EMS training or certification means that significant capacity exists within the
response community to implement this approach, although any potential impact on
response units’ operational effectiveness would need to be considered.20 However,
assigning responders to such a role would have implications on available staff resources for other response tasks.21 Access to mobilized, self-contained medical teams,
such as DMATs, that can be deployed on short notice is also important, especially
when individual DMATs can be specifically tasked to provide medical support to
emergency responders [Study Interviews].
The delivery of medical care on-site (or near-site in staging areas) often involves
EMS responders and other medical personnel deployed under mutual aid agree____________
19 The decision whether to treat responders at the disaster scene or to transport them elsewhere is often a function of the local EMS infrastructure, including the capabilities available to the local responder organizations and
the level of preparedness at nearby health care facilities. Differences among localities preclude a “one size fits all”
solution to the problem of delivering acute medical care to emergency responders at major disaster sites [Study
Workshop].
20 Workshop participants indicated that, if this model is adopted, it is important to define this medic role and
designate particular responders to carry it out. In addition, those responders would need to be provided medical
equipment—in addition to their firefighting gear—to carry out the medical support function [Study Workshop].
21 An alternate mechanism suggested to help ensure that responders receive care for injuries is to rely on a “buddy
system.” While having pairs of responders assigned to look out for one another does not provide a new source of
medical care, responders would be responsible for ensuring their partner obtained care if he or she were injured.
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ments. In certain disasters, such as the September 11, 2001, Pentagon response and
Hurricane Andrew, military medical personnel were also involved in the delivery of
medical care. Deployment of military medical personnel and personnel under mutual
aid agreements may raise licensing and liability issues. Any legislative actions or interagency agreements necessary to make such deployments possible should be accomplished in the pre-planning period so that they can be implemented rapidly in the
event of a major disaster.22
Recommendation 6.7—Protect the Mental Health of the Response Workforce by
Managing Critical Incident Stress

Although the majority of responders exposed to critical incident stress are “normal
people having normal reactions to abnormal situations” [Study Workshop], the
traumatic nature of major disasters can have significant effects on individual responders and on response organizations as a whole. As a result, workshop participants
indicated that there has been a “cultural change” in the responder community that
has led to widespread implementation of some form of critical incident stress management in many organizations [Study Workshop]. Measures that seek to address
these problems, including critical incident stress debriefing (CISD),23 are now well
established as routine practice in many organizations. Although the attention being
given to this issue is considered positive, there is evolving controversy surrounding
whether the measures that have been adopted to address them are sufficient. 24 The
research performed in the course of this study was not focused on examining particular strategies to address critical incident stress. As a result, the recommendations
are not focused on particular intervention methods or programs. Instead, the study
examined this issue as an element of the overall hazard environment faced by responders to major disasters with respect to preparedness and response planning.
The central conclusion from both interviews and workshop discussions is that it
is very important to consider critical incident stress in response planning. Beyond
addressing the needs of traditional responder groups such as firefighters, police, and
EMS personnel, planning should consider nontraditional responders as well. Many
of those responder groups—including construction and trade workers, relief workers,
____________
22 There may also be issues of legal liability for medical malpractice when military medical teams treat civilian
responders as part of a disaster response [Study Interviews].
23 CISD is an intervention to prevent or mitigate post-traumatic stress disorder among emergency responders.
Typically, the model calls for a single session group debriefing that takes place within days of exposure to a critical
incident. The model is based on military post-action debriefing [Mitchell and Everly 1996].
24 Several critical reviews of CISD have been published in recent years. Although it is important to acknowledge
that CISD has been used, applied, and researched differently in different contexts, these reviews have found little
evidence to suggest that CISD can prevent post-traumatic stress disorder among emergency responders, and some
have suggested that debriefing may be harmful to some individuals. There have been three comprehensive reviews
of studies of CISD [DHHS et al. 2001; Rose et al. 2002; van Emmerik et al. 2002].
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and volunteers—may not have any post-incident stress management resources available [Study Workshop].
Interviewees and workshop participants also highlighted the importance of support for the families of emergency responders in addition to directly supporting the
response workers [Study Interviews; Study Workshop]. Depending on the nature of
the disaster, response activities could have a significant effect on all members of responders’ families. Addressing family needs can be an important component of addressing the needs of the responder, particularly when their families are at risk of being victims of the disaster.
As an element of preparedness, communities need to develop local resources for
handling critical incident stress or have a plan to access other resources. Workshop
participants indicated that employee assistance programs are one way to provide this
sort of assistance within individual response organizations [Study Workshop]. The
effectiveness of such programs is dependent on there not being barriers to employee
use, such as stigma or other professional consequences.
Over the course of the study, responders suggested a range of more specific potential activities focused on periods before, during, and after the incident [Study
Workshop]. For the pre-incident phase, suggestions focused on the need for responder agencies to address the overall wellness of their responders. As one workshop
participant said, “if a responder went into an event with baggage, he will not come
out with less baggage.” Therefore, responder organizations should be encouraged to
address such wellness issues as alcohol abuse and marital problems.25 Another workshop participant suggested that a routine assessment of stress issues could be done
during the annual medical exam for firefighters, but the participant also indicated
that not all responding organizations provide for annual medical exams.
“Stress inoculation” is another military concept that participants suggested may
be applicable to the responder community. This “preventive” approach eliminates
some of the element of surprise for the responder about to enter an area where there
are known psychological stressors (such as dead or injured children). One workshop
participant described this as similar to the model used in Vietnam with soldiers who
had to transport dead bodies. Those leaving the scene would provide a “pre-briefing”
for the next wave of responders, focused not on “feelings” but rather on operational
issues such as what to expect in terms of sight, smell, dust, wind, and so forth. 26 The
____________
25 A systematic study of psychiatric disorders among firefighters in the aftermath of the Oklahoma City bombing
found high rates of alcohol disorders in firefighters post-disaster, with virtually no new cases occurring after the
bombing, leading researchers to conclude that there is a need for ongoing programs targeting alcohol abuse. Generally, the researchers found that pre-existing problems strongly predicted post-disaster psychiatric problems
[North et al. 2002].
26 Along similar lines, one responder agency in New York City paired new arrivals to the World Trade Center
site with experienced responders, both to provide safety orientation/training and to perform an initial “monitoring” role to assess the individual’s reaction to the disaster itself.
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tactic of pre-briefing received widespread support among workshop participants, although it was noted that there is little research on stress inoculation and almost
nothing on pre-briefing.
As mentioned previously, there is considerable controversy surrounding the efficacy of various approaches to stress debriefing and treatment after a traumatic incident has occurred. This lack of consensus indicates a need for further examination of
this issue and further development of strategies to address the effects of traumatic incidents on individuals. In light of the potential long-term effects on individuals and
response organizations, responders indicated that it was important to monitor workers during an incident for signs of excessive stress and follow up afterwards to ensure
that individuals in need of treatment get it.
Recommendation 6.8—Improve Long-Term Surveillance of Responders’ Health
Following Major Response Operations

The unusual hazard exposures and working conditions involved in major disaster response operations create the potential for significant, long-term health consequences
of disaster response. Although there are long-term care and surveillance systems for
World Trade Center responders,27 such ad hoc efforts do not address the broader
need for follow-up care and surveillance for responders to major disasters.
To effectively characterize the consequences to responders’ long-term health, it
is clear that an accurate registry of involved responders, preferably compiled as the
response is under way, is a prerequisite to any eventual surveillance or treatment
effort. Workshop participants delineated a number of points of leverage during a response and in the post-incident period. As described above, perimeter control can
provide the accountability information needed to determine who might have been
exposed to what at the disaster site. Without information on who was involved, there
is no guide for who should be screened for which potential long-term effects [Study
Workshop]. Understanding where people were and what they were doing during the
event is key for post-event intervention, and it is very difficult to reconstruct after the
fact if the data were not originally collected.28 Tracking of post-disaster health problems is also complicated by lack of baseline data and accountability information for
responder activities during the response.
____________
27 For example, the World Trade Center Worker and Volunteer Medical Screening Program (http://www.
wtcexams.org/factsheet.html).
28 Particular concern was raised about two groups of responders who may be overlooked in long-term follow-up
efforts. These include nontraditional responders such as construction workers and day laborers (especially laborers
not represented by unions) and employees deployed under federal response systems [Study Workshop].
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Human Resource and Equipment Management: Safety Effects of
Responder Deployment and Supply Logistics
Although responders and equipment are needed to address the operational demands
of a disaster, the uncontrolled entry of either one into a disaster scene can complicate
safety management and create new safety problems. As a result, effective management
of the flow of human resources and equipment into the response is critical for safety
as well as operational reasons. The characteristics of disaster situations make it particularly difficult to address these areas during response management.
Large Geographic Scale. In all the disasters examined for the study, the size of
the operational areas made it more difficult to effectively use responder and supply
resources. In Hurricane Andrew, the uncoordinated entry of response units to the
disaster area led to commanders “losing” units and significantly hindered attempts at
coordinated action [Holsenbeck 1994, 191]. At the World Trade Center site, the size
of the area complicated logistics and made it difficult for responders to get the supplies they needed [Jackson et al. 2002].
Prolonged Duration. Because disaster responses extend over long periods, logistics efforts must be put in place to sustain operations over days, weeks, or even
months.
Multiple, Highly Varied Hazards. The presence of unusual hazards in some disaster operations creates the need for safety-related equipment that may not be maintained by all responder groups. This is particularly true for nontraditional responders.
The need to provide supplementary protective equipment appropriate to the hazards
increases the complexity of response logistics efforts.
Wide Range of Needed Response Capabilities. Differences in operating procedures among disaster response organizations can lead to units responding to a disaster
without coordinating with the ICS. This was a central challenge at the Pentagon response [Arlington County 2002, 25 26, A-49] and in the response to Hurricane Andrew [Study Interviews]. When they do respond, members of different organizations
may be equipped very differently or, in some cases, may not be equipped at all. Occasionally, interoperability and incompatibility problems among different organizations’ equipment make it even more difficult to ensure that all responders are properly equipped.29
Damage to Infrastructures. Disaster effects on transportation systems can keep
safety managers from getting needed supplies or response resources. For example, the
shutdown of the air transport system on September 11, 2001, was a serious impediment to supplying the World Trade Center response operation and hampered FEMA
____________
29 This was cited as a particular problem at the Pentagon and World Trade Center response operations for
breathing apparatus [Arlington County 2002] and respirator cartridges [NVFC 2002, 85; Jackson et al. 2002],
among other supplies.
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US&R Incident Support Teams’ ability to respond at both the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon [Jackson et al. 2002]. After Hurricane Andrew, traffic clogging surface transportation infrastructure had a similar effect [Study Interviews].30
Influx of Convergent Volunteers and Supplies. Convergent volunteers, who are
often not connected with any defined organization, present significant challenges to
management systems.31 Similarly, uncoordinated delivery of supplies or equipment
to the disaster scene can choke responder logistics systems. When incoming supplies
are not systematically catalogued, responders may not be able to use them to support
their efforts. At Hurricane Andrew, even though the state was inundated with over
2,400 tractor trailer loads of donated goods, the emergency support organizations
frequently still sought supplies through contractors rather than trying to determine if
the needed supplies had already arrived [Haynes and Charney 1993].
Recommendation 6.9—Adopt Better Measures to Manage the Recall and Mutual
Aid Processes for Responders

Safety management depends on knowing who is operating at the disaster scene and
in what capacities. Personnel accountability systems are a source of this information;
however, a more effective strategy is to put measures in place to regulate how external
assistance comes to, and is utilized at, the disaster scene. Although many response
organizations do have such policies in place, the experiences at both the Pentagon
and the World Trade Center demonstrated that the disruptions inherent in a major
event can significantly hinder efforts to manage responder deployment.
Several operational and administrative measures can be employed to reduce the
chances of individual responders, or even units, proceeding directly to the disaster
scene without the knowledge of overall Incident Commanders. Local emergency organizations are likely to have contingency plans for managing the deployment of
their own responders to the scene of a large disaster. However, such plans need to be
exercised under realistic conditions that take into account the likelihood of communication failures, command problems, and strong psychological pressures on commander and rank-and-file responders to deploy directly to the disaster scene.
Similarly, local governments need to evaluate and exercise their workforce recall
procedures. Entry of personnel to both the World Trade Center and Pentagon scenes
was marked by substantial confusion as off-duty responders and volunteers deployed
to the disaster scene and other locations [Arlington County 2002, A-39 A-41;
McKinsey & Company 2002b, 10, 35 37]. The same situation occurred in Hurri____________
30 Also, communications infrastructure problems can impede operational, logistical, and other functions [FEMA
US&R Program Staff 2002].
31 In the case of terrorism, individuals converging on the scene could actually represent a direct threat to responder safety. One RAND interviewee cited the experiences in Israel with suicide bombings to make the point
that some “volunteers” arriving at a disaster scene could easily bring secondary explosive devices with them [Study
Interviews].
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cane Andrew over an even larger incident scene [Study Interviews]. Well-designed
workforce recall procedures can reduce the inclination of off-duty responders to rush
directly to the disaster scene rather than reporting to predesignated personnel reporting sites. Better plans, redundant communications, and periodic and realistic recall exercises all strengthen workforce discipline. 32 Given the protracted nature of
major disaster responses, some responding units must be initially withheld so that
they can eventually support multiple-duty shifts.
Mutual aid agreements with neighboring jurisdictions, within states, or at regional levels are also key mechanisms for regulating the flow of external assistance to
a disaster response. To avoid exacerbating personnel accountability problems, units
responding from outside the immediate area of the incident must be given and must
accept authoritative guidance on how they should support the disaster response. Realizing the full value of mutual aid requires not only general compacts but also
achieving a detailed understanding of how corresponding units are organized,
trained, and equipped [Francis 1997]. In addition to putting effective compacts in
place, this process of coordination requires significant preparedness efforts. Measures
to address this issue have been under way for some time across the responder community (e.g., extensive local, statewide, or multistate assistance compacts).
Recommendation 6.10—Implement Better Mechanisms to Utilize and Manage
Disaster Volunteers

Volunteers make substantial contributions during major disasters. Local, state, and
federal agencies historically have relied on nongovernmental organizations, such as
the American Red Cross and Salvation Army, to provide needed mass (population)
care and support to responders.33 Because of the scale of major disasters, the efforts of
such groups are integral to serving the needs of both the victims of and responders to
the events. Because of their experience in disaster response operations, such relief organizations are also better prepared to connect with the ICS at these events. This
linkage makes it possible for the Incident Commander to coordinate volunteer activities and to link them to the safety management efforts for the response. Convergent,
or independent, volunteers at the scene lack this organizational structure. Absence of
this structure makes it more difficult to manage the incident scene and to protect
these volunteers’ safety.
Effective safety management requires mechanisms to provide for the safety
needs of all responders, including any volunteers. For some disasters, where the haz____________
32 Although self-deployment of responders directly to an incident may enable more rapid rescue of some victims,
the problems it generates for incident management have the potential to cost the lives of both responders and
victims as the response effort continues.
33 During the World Trade Center response, for example, the American Red Cross and Salvation Army took
leading roles in supplying food services, dry clothing, first aid, and moral support for the responders at Ground
Zero [Spadafora 2002].
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ard environment is such that volunteers cannot be sufficiently protected, doing so
would require all unaffiliated volunteers to depart the disaster scene as soon as possible. Effective scene controls, including identification and credentialing systems, will
enable the Incident Commanders to “filter out” convergent volunteers and others
from the hazardous areas of the disaster scene. If the efforts of convergent volunteers
are needed, and measures can be instituted for their safety needs, then arrangements
must be put in place to integrate them into the overall management system at the
incident.
As cited above, a significant strength of volunteer organizations with experience
in disaster response is their understanding of and capability to connect with incident
management structures. As a result, responders urged connecting convergent volunteers to established organizations as a way of coordinating their activities and improving overall personnel accountability. This approach was used to good effect
during the Hurricane Andrew response, where the scope of the devastated area and
limited responder resources necessitated the use of volunteers in supporting emergency activities [Lewis 1993]. Integrating such volunteer coordination measures into
preparedness, either through established organizations or as a separate activity, is
critically important to ensuring that the response effort can benefit from volunteer
efforts while still providing necessary safety and health protection [Florida Commission on Community Service 2003].34 Putting this into practice would require a significant outreach component to educate the public on how volunteers can be most
effective and useful in disaster response operations.
Recommendation 6.11—As Part of Preparedness Efforts, Establish Systems for
Managing the Logistics of Safety Equipment

During the early phases immediately following a disaster, when resources are usually
very constrained, safety equipment and supplies donated or provided by outside organizations can be very important in providing protection for responders. However,
uncontrolled flows of supplies into the disaster zone as efforts continue can choke
response logistical systems and prevent responders from getting needed safety resources. Responders emphasized that rigorous planning for equipment needs is the
first step to controlling post-event logistics. If Incident Commanders have a clear
idea of what supplies are needed, they can put out consistent messages about those
needs and increase the chances that supplies sent to the area will be useful. In the
wake of the huge amount of supplies that were sent to Florida after Hurricane Andrew, Miami-Dade County set up a hotline to coordinate donations and provide a
____________
34 In addition to addressing volunteer management, preparedness should include systems to draw on critical volunteers after an incident. Skilled volunteers can make significant contributions to safety and to operational activities. For example, drawing on volunteer psychological counselors can be helpful [Brainard and Behrendt 1993].
Systems must be in place to call on these individuals to ensure their availability after an incident [Pine 1993].
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way to educate people about what was needed and what was not [Johnson 2002]. In
addition, just as scene control is important to organize personnel at an incident,
maintaining staging areas to collect and organize donated equipment is also critical
[Williams 1992]. Also, information systems are needed to inventory supplies and
equipment delivered to the disaster scene. Without rapid methods to match on-site
supplies to response needs, responders may not receive needed equipment [Haynes
and Charney 1993].

Summary
Taking actions for safety management during disaster response involves implementing effective measures to protect the safety and health of responders and convergent
volunteers. Response managers must be able to count on risk communication
mechanisms for timely dissemination of safety policies and guidelines to the entire
responder workforce. For the safety of all responders, enforcement measures are also
needed to ensure that no individuals or responding units are permitted to be ignorant
of, or to disregard, these safety practices, except under exceptional circumstances.
Adopting a force health protection approach would go a long way toward providing a
coherent organizing concept for identifying, treating, and monitoring responder injuries and health problems during disaster response operations and afterwards. Finally,
responding organizations need improved tools and greater pre-planning to ensure
that they are prepared for sustaining the safety and health needs of responders during
protracted disaster response and recovery operations.

CHAPTER SEVEN

Integrated, Incident-Wide Safety Management

In developing recommendations to improve safety management during the response
to a major disaster, the research team initially focused on the three phases of the
safety management cycle. Yet as the research progressed, we realized that providing
better ways for individual response organizations to gather information, to analyze
risk and make decisions, and to take action would not be enough to fully address the
safety management needs during large-scale operations. 1 Rather, the complexity and
demands of post-disaster environments call for solutions based on improved coordination among the multiple organizations that become involved in major disaster response operations.
Nothing demonstrated this better than the September 11, 2001, response operations at the Pentagon and World Trade Center. What we learned from those examples led us to the central organizational finding of this study: The emergency response community should put in place structures and preparedness efforts that will
formalize an integrated, incident-wide approach to safety management at major disaster response operations. Just as a key goal of the ICS is to facilitate integration of
many operational assets as the demands of a response operation increase, mechanisms
must be available to allow safety management efforts to scale up as well.
Indeed, the solutions to key problems in each functional phase of the safety
management cycle are inherently interorganizational, relying on multiagency safety
efforts:
• Gathering Information
– Required hazard monitoring capabilities may reside in different response organizations.
____________
1 In

principle, all shortfalls in disaster safety management could be addressed at the individual organization level.
However, preparing every response organization for the full range of potential disaster safety problems would be,
at best, a challenging and resource intensive strategy. To adequately address all potential safety shortfalls would
require significant augmentation of all organizations’ information-gathering capacity, decisionmaking and assessment expertise, and implementation capability—much of which would not be beneficial for their routine response activities.
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– Information on responder accountability, training, equipment, and health
status information must come from many separate organizations.
• Analyzing Options and Making Decisions
– Technical expertise to assess hazards must frequently be drawn from multiple
responding organizations.
– Effective decisionmaking requires coordination of equipment and hazard
mitigation options brought to the incident by all responding organizations.
• Taking Action
– Difficulties in uniform safety enforcement can be addressed only via interagency coordination and agreement.
– Sustainability measures to protect responder health must be applied across
organizational boundaries.
– Management of human and material safety resources must be coordinated
among multiple responding organizations.
Only by building the capability of response units and agencies to coordinate at the
organizational level can they be most prepared to successfully manage the functional
challenges they face.
Developing such an integrated approach requires a transition from viewing
safety management as an activity primarily carried out by individual organizations
alone to understanding it as a multiagency function within the ICS that can scale up
to meet the needs of complex disaster response operations. This transition must
encompass organizations across the full range of the disaster response community—all levels of government, nongovernmental groups, and the private sector. In
addition, recognizing the high-pressure and severely time-constrained post-disaster
environment, this functional approach to safety must facilitate rapid initiation of
multiagency coordination and safety management activities.

Benefits of an Integrated, Incident-Wide Safety Management
Approach
The capability to draw on the safety resources of many organizations and effectively
apply them to safety management for the overall incident would provide several important opportunities to better meet the safety needs of all involved responders:
•
•
•
•

access to the specialized safety capabilities of multiple organizations
a strategic approach to safety management
a mechanism to address inherently multiagency safety issues
a route to take advantage of diverse response capabilities.
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Access to the Specialized Safety Capabilities of Multiple Organizations

When organizations from different response disciplines come together at major disaster operations, they bring significantly different levels of safety management capability. Such differences in expertise and equipment can result in safety shortfalls when
organizations without necessary expertise or equipment are “on their own” to manage
responder safety. However, when safety management efforts are coordinated among
multiple agencies, such differences represent an opportunity to draw on organizations’ relative strengths to bolster protection for responders overall.
Many of the different organizations involved in carrying out response tasks at an
incident scene bring not only operational capabilities, but safety expertise and resources to the operation. Government agencies at all levels, nongovernmental organizations, and private-sector entities with safety-related responsibilities at the scene may
bring additional safety resources and knowledge.2 Examples include
• law enforcement and intelligence expertise on potential threats and security hazards after terrorist events
• fire department expertise with thermal hazards and hazardous materials operations
• public health organizations’ capabilities in disease surveillance and health monitoring
• Departments of Defense and Energy expertise on nuclear, radiological, and
other weapons of mass destruction
• utility, transportation, or construction capabilities in their areas of specialization
and responsibility
• federal, state, local or other organizations’ expertise to assess hazards and measure environmental and occupational exposures.
It would be impractical for individual organizations to maintain the equipment
and expertise needed to cope with all the hazards that could arise during a response
to a major disaster. An integrated, incident-wide approach to safety makes better
safety management resources accessible than would be possible for organizations operating alone.
A Strategic Approach to Safety Management

Just as the Incident Commander needs to take a strategic viewpoint of a disaster operation, a safety manager must be able to consider safety needs from an overall, strategic perspective. If the individuals responsible for managing responder safety are too
close to or absorbed in the details of an operation, it is much less likely that they will
____________
2 Some

of these organizations may have statutory requirements to respond to the incident or specific responsibilities related to responder protection.
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be able to fully understand and address the risks at a complex disaster scene. This can
make it difficult or impossible to make good safety decisions and meet worker safety
needs. Similarly, if safety managers cannot take a long-term view of safety concerns—for example, anticipating response safety concerns and projecting safety requirements—safety management will also suffer.
For the safety manager of an individual organization, the complexity and operational demands of a major disaster make it exceedingly difficult to get this overall
perspective or to project future safety needs. But in the context of an integrated approach, the additional expertise, capabilities, and resources that can be brought to
bear on safety issues can help build and maintain this more strategic approach to the
incident. By delegating specific tasks—such as technical monitoring of hazards,
equipment logistics, or accounting for personnel—to the right experts or organizations, safety managers can focus their attention on building an overall understanding
of the incident safety needs, providing better support to the Incident Commander on
the safety components of operational decisions, and anticipating safety and health
concerns that may arise as the incident evolves.
A Mechanism to Address Inherently Multiagency Safety Issues

A coordinated safety management effort provides a mechanism for sharing necessary
safety information among response organizations. This coordination is particularly
important to address the possibility that response activities can produce new and unfamiliar safety hazards for other responders. 3 Similarly, integrating multiagency activities can improve the effectiveness of safety measures by allowing better coordination of safety logistics efforts. Such integration would reduce the chance of
duplicative resource requests from separate organizations, a situation often observed
in major disaster responses, and potentially make it possible to better allocate safety
resources across the response overall.
An integrated approach to safety management can also make it possible to begin
addressing a potentially more serious problem—the difficulty in uniformly implementing and, if necessary, enforcing safety policies across the disaster response operation. By bringing together representatives from relevant organizations, integrating
different organizations’ safety management efforts provides a route to build consensus on safety policies and procedures among all response organizations. Such an incident-level consensus would enable more uniform implementation of safety measures
across an incident, even in the absence of centralized safety enforcement authority. If
incident-wide enforcement measures become necessary to ensure use of critical safety
measures, an integrated approach provides a way to develop the necessary multiagency commitment to put them in place.
____________
3

For example, when ongoing firefighting operations are occurring side by side with construction or demolition
work, each activity could adversely affect the safety of the other responders.
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A Route to Take Advantage of Diverse Response Capabilities

Responders from different disciplines come to an event with unique types of expertise. In addition, organizations that more frequently face particular types of disasters—for example, responders from areas that experience specific natural disasters—develop expertise in responding to those sorts of incidents. Specialized expertise
may also reside in response organizations from areas with elevated risk of particular
events—such as high-profile cities at higher risk of terrorist attack—because of increased preparedness or participation in exercises aimed at those events. Accordingly,
particular response units may be significantly more qualified to operate safely in particular risk environments. 4 An integrated approach to safety management permits
decisionmakers to draw upon this diversity to ensure that responders are assigned
those tasks they are especially qualified and equipped to perform safely, lowering the
safety risks for other responders.5

Implementing Integrated, Incident-Wide Safety Management
Responders to recent large-scale disasters have recognized the need to integrate their
efforts in order to address the complex safety concerns of emergency workers. At
both the Pentagon and World Trade Center, the practical difficulties associated with
managing responder safety led response organizations to implement ad hoc arrangements to coordinate their safety efforts. Responders at the World Trade Center, for
example, formed a large safety team, held daily safety-focused meetings, and brought
safety experts into incident command meetings [Study Interviews]. This safety team
initially instituted an accident prevention plan for the site and eventually developed a
comprehensive safety and health management plan with input from the four primary
contractors and 26 federal, state, and local agencies operating at the Trade Center site
[Vincoli et al. 2002, 25].
Although these ad hoc efforts broke important ground by recognizing the need
to implement an integrated, incident-wide approach to safety management, they also
had significant shortcomings. First, because these expedient arrangements were developed during the course of the response, they took time to put in place. During the
days before the structures were set up, the safety efforts of responding organizations
had no effective mechanism for integration. In general, depending on the specific
____________
4

Examples of such responders include members of FEMA-sponsored Urban Search and Rescue teams operating
in collapsed structure environments, trained hazardous materials responders countering spills of such substances,
or police tactical teams facing situations with particularly high potential for violence.

5

For example, if a disaster response required helicopter operations, it would be critical to select an appropriate
pilot for the conditions. For operations during severe weather and high winds, calling on a Coast Guard pilot
experienced in rescue operations would be appropriate. For a situation requiring a more tactical approach in urban terrain, a pilot from the local police force might be a better choice [Study Interview].
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hazards involved in an incident, such delays could have significant consequences for
the safety of responders. Second, improvised groups also may overlook the involvement of important, but less obvious, sources of expertise needed for managing responder safety and health. For example, it was not always fully clear to responders at
the World Trade Center disaster how the participants in the safety meetings were
determined. It sometimes seemed to require significant “negotiation” to gain access
to the meetings [Study Interviews].
In addition, some responders perceived it as a weakness that these safety management structures existed outside the formal ICS. Interviewees indicated that it was
not always clear how effectively the deliberations of the safety committee were connected with the ICS. When safety is managed by an ad hoc group, one interviewee
commented, it is less clear “how decisions are actually being made,” and both the
perceived validity of the decisions and accountability of the decisionmakers can be
weakened [Study Interviews].
Although these ad hoc efforts were valuable, they also showed the very real need
for the emergency response community to plan and practice integration and coordination mechanisms well before a disaster occurs. Doing so requires a transition from
viewing safety management as a role primarily carried out by organizations individually to viewing safety as a formalized multiagency function within the ICS that can
scale up to meet the needs of complex disaster response operations. Toward this end,
we present the following recommendations.
Recommendation 7.1—Build an Integrated Safety Function into the Incident
Command System

To ensure that safety management is closely linked to overall incident management,
an organizational structure must be defined within the ICS for an integrated safety
management effort. In the standard ICS, the ISO is part of the Command Staff (see
Figure 3.2). No information collected for this study suggested a compelling rationale
to position a multiagency safety function differently. But we recommend that safety
management be approached not as a staff position but as a scalable multiagency function. In fact, a precedent exists for just such an integrated function on the management staff. The ICS includes a Public Information Officer supporting the Incident
Commander for information dissemination [FEMA 1998]. In recognition of the
need for coordinated release of information at large-scale, multiagency incidents, this
role can be upgraded to a Joint Information Center (JIC) that integrates the public
information staffs and efforts of all involved agencies [U.S. National Response Team,
not dated]. Replacing the single ISO with an integrated, incident-wide safety function is analogous to replacing a single Public Information Officer with the JIC.
Disaster response operations often involve multiple levels of response management, including government emergency management organizations at the local, state,
or federal level. Development of an integrated approach to safety management must
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therefore also address the potential safety roles for these different management levels.
These additional levels of response management often do not take a direct role in
safety management [Study Interviews; Study Workshop]. Because of their overarching viewpoint and inherently multiagency approach, however, they could be
uniquely positioned to make significant contributions to an incident-wide approach
to responder safety. Specifically, responders suggested that emergency operations centers or the command centers established by federal response agencies during major
responses could take on management and coordination of broader, overarching safety
issues thereby shifting some safety demands from incident scene safety managers.6
To organize the diverse safety resources and responders coming to a disaster
scene, an internal organization must be defined for the integrated safety function.
The ICS overall is divided into four sections (see Figure 3.1): Operations, Logistics,
Planning, and Administration/Finance. This division, and the additional structures
defined within each section, allows incoming resources to “plug into” the appropriate
part of the operational effort. The integrated safety function needs a similar internal
structure to organize safety assets drawn from multiple organizations.
Elements of this internal structure should be common for all disasters. For
example, it is reasonable to assume that an integrated safety function would need a
hazard monitoring subfunction to organize all the resources and responders involved
in assessment activities. Other common subfunctions could include the following:
personnel accountability, safety equipment logistics (in coordination with the ICS
Logistics section), safety planning and forecasting (in coordination with the ICS
Planning section), and responder medical care/health maintenance [see Morris
2001].7 Within these subfunctions, specific roles and tasks will vary among different
types of disasters. For example, protecting responders after a large-scale structural
collapse will likely require significant monitoring for airborne hazards; safety management after a major flood may require greater attention to waterborne contaminants. However, starting from a common organizational template will facilitate efforts to accommodate disaster-specific differences in safety needs.8
Such organizational templates are especially critical since the earliest stages of
most disaster response operations will be handled predominantly at the local level.
____________
6 There

are also technological reasons these additional management levels could make significant safety contributions. For example, the fact that some of these management organizations work from fixed-site emergency operations centers enables them to have information management and resource coordination systems in place that
would be difficult, if not impossible, to build at an incident scene.

7 It

should be noted that any organizational structure within a safety management function should not duplicate
efforts taking place in other parts of the ICS.

8

Analogous templates have been produced to support use of the ICS at a range of different types of incidents.
For each incident, model command structures with their component subfunctions are provided as starting points
for rapidly putting an ICS in place when an incident occurs. A variety of examples can be found in the U.S. Coast
Guard Incident Management Handbook [USCG 2001].
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For safety management to function well later in the response, local responders must
put structures in place that can scale up as the number of responding organizations
increases. How successful they are in beginning an effective, integrated safety management effort will significantly influence the potential success of safety management
for the entire incident.
Recommendation 7.2—As Part of Preparedness Efforts, Coordinate Plans for
Implementing Safety Management

Beyond necessary management structures, effectively carrying out integrated safety
management requires multiagency preparedness efforts to define how responder
safety needs will be addressed in the difficult and high-pressure conditions after a
major disaster. Successfully putting into practice an integrated approach to incident
safety management requires
• defining requirements for, and sources of, safety assets and expertise
• ensuring that reinforcing safety assets will be able to “plug into” an integrated
effort
• defining management and coordination processes.
Defining Requirements for, and Sources of, Safety Assets and Expertise. Planning efforts must identify the safety capabilities, technical expertise, and other resources needed to perform the necessary roles and tasks for effective safety management. Defining these needs before the event occurs is particularly important because
after a disaster, any confusion about what resources are needed and where to obtain
them can significantly delay implementation of safety management and hinder responder protection.
Necessary safety resources and expertise will clearly differ among disaster types.
For example, although experts on radiation effects and specific protective equipment
would be important after a radiological event, a tornado response would require significantly different knowledge and supplies. Determining the likely safety needs for
particular disaster types is clearly a critical part of multiagency planning at all levels of
government. 9 Beyond such disaster-specific requirements, study discussions did
highlight several specialties that could be broadly valuable for a range of different disasters. Public health is one discipline cited as particularly useful and often not well
connected to response management [Study Workshop]. Responders also said that
____________
9 The

safety assets that may be needed could clearly differ markedly based on local situations. For example, a tornado in a rural environment could result in very different hazards and responder safety needs than a similar event
in an industrialized area.
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medical expertise is often disconnected from safety decisionmaking [Study Workshop].10
In addition to identifying necessary safety assets, study discussions also indicated
that better mechanisms are needed to enable responders to call on these outside
sources. Among operational responders at the state and local levels, this problem was
generally framed in terms of not knowing “who to call” to gain access to particular
types of capabilities or resources for different disaster events.11
To the extent possible, the agencies that will provide particular capabilities and
carry out specific safety management tasks should be defined in multiagency preparedness planning. During project interviews, for example, responders pointed out that
confusion over what organization was responsible for which tasks risks duplication of
effort while other safety needs go unmet. Such “prescripted” mission assignments can
speed response and also minimize the effect of damage to communications or other
infrastructures on responding to the disaster.12
Once necessary safety capabilities and designated sources have been defined, this
information needs to be captured in checklists, flowcharts, contact lists, and decision
aids to assist responders in implementing safety management after a disaster. A
common understanding of safety needs and where to obtain them is a prerequisite for
integrating safety efforts. Such shared management tools that help build this common understanding across response organizations at all levels of government could be
especially valuable. In addition, such tools help ensure that all responders have rapid
access to the information they need to effectively initiate safety management after an
event occurs.13
Ensuring That Reinforcing Safety Assets Will Be Able to “Plug into” an Integrated Effort. In preparing for integrated safety management, response organizations

must take steps to ensure that external organizations have a safety management struc____________
10 In the traditional incident management structure, medical support to responders is placed within the Logistics
section (see Figure 3.1) [FEMA 1998]. As a result, without a specific effort by Incident Commanders to draw on
their expertise, medical experts will not necessarily have the opportunity to contribute to safety decisionmaking.
Several interviewees cited this as a particular problem during the responses to the anthrax incidents [Study Interviews]. Integration of a medical doctor into the safety function would be similar to the military practice of having
a “staff surgeon” as an element of the Command Staff of major units [Department of the Army 1997].
11 To ensure that responders know “who to call” during an event, planning efforts should identify safety-relevant
capabilities that are available locally. This planning should include the private sector and other nontraditional
response groups. In addition, safety management resources that are available from state, regional, or national response organizations should be identified.
12 However, the unpredictability of disaster situations makes it impossible to plan for every eventuality. Such
agreements will likely have to be adjusted for particular events to ensure that unforeseen safety needs can be addressed. As a result, decisionmaking mechanisms also need to be defined to allow safety management to better
adapt to evolving disaster situations.
13 The need for better safety management tools—planning checklists for particular types of events, issues that
should be addressed and hazards assessed early in a response, etc.—was highlighted independently of the need for
better multiagency coordination and integration at these events.
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ture to “plug into” when they arrive on scene. If such a structure is not in place when
other response organizations become involved, they may initiate their own strategies
for safety management and, having done so, become more difficult to integrate into a
coordinated effort.
At the beginning of a disaster response operation, local agencies initiate safety
management based on their standard operating procedures. Just as a decision must be
made to scale up the ICS—as it becomes clear that larger numbers of resources or
multiple organizations are needed for a major incident—a decision must also be
made on when to expand safety management. The decisionmaking criteria and process for scaling up the safety management function must be included in preparedness
activities to ensure a smooth transition to an integrated management approach.14
It is also necessary for external organizations to come to the scene prepared to
“plug into” an integrated safety function. Participating groups must have appropriately trained individuals as part of their response to contribute to safety management.
Depending on the role of the organization within the safety function, the characteristics of that individual or those individuals might differ. Participants in study discussions indicated that some responding organizations do not include designated “safety
representatives” in their planning, making it much more difficult to connect them to
safety management [Study Interviews; Study Workshop].15
Defining Management and Coordination Processes. Making the right connections between first responders and external safety resources is an important initial
strategy for safety management coordination. However, the nature of disaster situations makes it impossible to plan for every eventuality. As a response operation continues, management processes must be in place to bring the right technical expertise
into decisionmaking, ensure that the practical needs of all involved responders are
included in risk management, allow reallocation of safety tasks to address changing
circumstances or improve effectiveness, and allow effective implementation or enforcement of safety policies. For the operational components of a disaster response,
this dynamic coordination among different response organizations is a primary role
____________
14 It should be noted that any effort at integrated safety management depends on first responding organizations
initiating safety activities in a way that can scale up as the response evolves. Especially during the early phases of
response activities, the demands of a disaster can pull responders away from safety responsibilities and involve
them in operational action [Study Interviews]. If this occurs, safety management does not take place. In addition
to hindering initial safety efforts, later organizations will have no way to connect with the management structure—to “plug into”—when they arrive at the scene.
15 Not all organizations involved at a disaster scene need to have a representative directly participating in an int egrated safety function. Only representatives from organizations with necessary safety expertise or capabilities need
to be directly involved to allow coordination of their activities. The identity of these organizations will likely differ in different regions, as well as from disaster to disaster. Organizations that need to receive only the “output”
from the safety function must be sufficiently connected to get the required information, but they will not necessarily require a dedicated representative.
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of the Incident Commander. 16 A similar coordinating authority structure within the
safety function is needed for effective integrated safety management.
Preparedness efforts must include development of management processes that
can effectively link the efforts of multiple safety-relevant organizations during response operations. For example, there currently is no consensus in the response
community regarding the best means for safety decisionmaking in multiagency response operations or how issues such as safety enforcement should be addressed for
complex disaster scenes. 17 It is clear, however, that the high-pressure and timelimited environment that exists after a disaster is not amenable to addressing such
difficult issues.18 As a result, these questions should be included in planning efforts so
that consensus can be built on appropriate ways to address these problems.
There is a range of potential organizational structures that could be used to
manage an integrated, multiagency safety function. Although not comprehensive,
three examples are illustrative of the variety of options that exist: (1) augmenting the
capabilities of the Incident Safety Officer within the ICS, (2) broadly inclusive safety
management based on the approach developed in the September 11, 2001, responses,
and (3) safety management based on the concept of Unified Command in operational response management.
Current strategies to address safety needs during major incidents build on safety
management processes developed for routine emergency response. Within the context of the ICS, these strategies provide ways to augment the capabilities of an Incident Safety Officer to address larger incident scenes and more complex problems.
These strategies include providing the Incident Safety Officer with assistants19 and
creating a “Safety” section within the Incident Command Staff to more significantly
____________
16 Depending on the particular disaster, such management roles could be carried out by the on-scene Incident
Commander; by individuals in the local, state, or federal emergency management/operations center; or both. For
this discussion, no distinction is made between these different levels of management.
17 It should be noted that the focus on incident-wide approaches to safety management in this chapter is not intended to minimize the importance of actions taken at the individual, unit, or organization level for protecting
responders during response operations. In the case of safety enforcement, for example, any incident-wide consensus on appropriate safety measures and the need to enforce them will be largely implemented by the actions of
organizations to inform their members and ensure that they comply.
18 This need for community consensus on organizational structures and processes also applies to the operational
components of response. For example, in a study of a major flood response operation in Arizona, this factor was
highlighted as the key driver for the area’s improved response effectiveness [McHugh 1995].
19 The primary rationale behind the addition of assistant safety officers is to provide the ISO greater capability to
monitor, assess, and manage a more demanding incident scene. “Complex incidents or those that cover a large
geographic area may require the appointment of Assistant Safety Officers” [NFSIMC 2000, 63]. For incidents
that involve unfamiliar hazards, such as the presence of hazardous materials or other unusual threats, “additional
safety officers may be needed [to] . . . provide an increased level of competency for the Incident Safety Officer”
[Kipp and Loflin 1996, 202].
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increase the response resources devoted to safety.20 Each of these approaches increases
the resources and expertise dedicated to safety activities at large-scale operations. In
addition, by preserving a centralized authority for safety (either the Incident Safety
Officer or the head of the Safety section), decisionmaking is simplified.
The focus of these approaches is not multiagency coordination, however. In literature sources on emergency incident safety and in project discussions, it was suggested that drawing assistant Incident Safety Officers from different response organizations could provide some multiagency involvement in safety management.21
Assuming that all response organizations with relevant safety expertise and resources
are amenable to this model—responders acting as assistants to a central ISO or Safety
section manager from one organization—this approach could be successful.
Taking the safety committees formed during the September 11, 2001, responses
as an example, a second, more inclusive model for integrated safety management
could be utilized where a larger number of organizations are directly involved in discussion and decisionmaking. During project interviews, a significant number of responders were positive about the way these safety committees linked a wide variety of
organizations. Because of the lack of clear management and authority relationships,
however, others indicated that they did not allow rapid decisionmaking and were not
sufficient to coordinate the safety activities of the involved organizations.
A third option identified during the study draws on the ICS concept of Unified
Command as a model for safety management.22 In a Unified Command, organizations with legal or jurisdictional responsibilities for an incident form a management
team to allocate resources and make decisions for the incident. A safety analogue of a
Unified Command team could bring a more limited number of organizations with
particular safety responsibilities or critical knowledge into decisionmaking. Like an
operational Unified Command, other safety-related organizations would provide
support to the unified safety team. Such a structure could be useful for integration if
multiple organizations have specific statutory or other responsibilities for safety issues
during disaster response.
When considering models for an integrated safety effort, it is clear that there are
decisionmaking and managements trade-offs as the number of participants in the ef____________
20 The other strategy that has been explored for particularly demanding incidents is creating a Safety section and,
as a result, significantly augmenting the manpower devoted to responder safety concerns. The Safety section is
staffed by a number of responders to make it possible to monitor and manage safety in multiple areas of a complex incident. It also provides a management structure to coordinate their efforts. By increasing the resources
devoted to safety, this strategy provides a way to gather better and more complete safety information, carry out
more rigorous risk assessment, and provide more effective implementation [Brunacini 2002; Morris 2001].
21 This model of a central safety officer supported by assistants from other responding agencies is also suggested
in Chatfield and Robertson, 1997.
22 One responder involved at the Pentagon even referred to their safety coordination effort as “a Unified Command of safety officers” [Jackson et al. 2002, 46].
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fort increases. Because of the time and effort that can be required to develop consensus among large groups, direct involvement of too many individuals in management
decisionmaking could reduce the ability of the safety function to act decisively in
rapidly evolving response conditions. The need to involve specialized organizational
expertise in management must therefore be weighed against the increased complexity
of making decisions among larger numbers of individuals.
The exact structure for an integrated safety management function remains to be
determined during implementation efforts. It is clear that the legal responsibilities of
different organizations may affect the permissibility of various management options.
For example, some approaches may not be consistent with the legal or operational
requirements of environmental, regulatory, or other agencies at the local, state, or
federal level. Furthermore, because of the responsibilities and legal requirements that
all organizations have for protecting their members and because of differences among
jurisdictions or geographic areas, some centralized models of safety management may
be problematic for individual responding organizations. These potential legal and
practical constraints suggest that pilot testing of candidate safety management models
is needed to evaluate their strengths and weaknesses for different operational situations and local circumstances.
Recommendation 7.3—Develop a Group of Highly Trained Safety Managers to
Facilitate Coordination at Major Incidents

Although integrated safety management focuses on multiagency cooperation, effective organizational integration often requires key individuals to initiate and oversee
the required coordination. One key role of an effective Incident Commander is
serving as a bridge among separate organizations. We found that safety managers
serving a similar role are needed to initiate and support multiagency coordination.
We have labeled these individuals “disaster safety managers.”
Because of the significant interagency component of disaster safety management, it is rare for individuals to gain the necessary “crosscutting” management and
subject matter expertise in the course of their routine experience [Study Interviews].
Safety specialists from the fire service, law enforcement, or health organizations are
knowledgeable about the safety needs of their own organizations; however, they generally do not develop the needed understanding of the safety requirements of other
response disciplines or the management skills needed for very large multiagency operations.23
Although the specifics could vary based on individuals’ backgrounds, disaster
safety managers need to possess expertise in a range of areas, including
____________
23 For example, although the training programs that currently exist for fire service Incident Safety Officers were
cited as positive by many study discussion participants, they also indicated that the programs were “not enough”
to prepare individuals to manage safety at incidents of this size [Study Interviews, Study Workshop].
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• significant expertise in coordinating multiagency operations
• general knowledge of likely and potential hazards across a range of contingencies
and responder types
• information on safety resources and their availability
– hazard assessment
– decision support
– human resources and equipment for safety
• understanding of the processes and requirements to call on external capabilities
• knowledge of relevant decisionmaking criteria for managing responder safety
• experience operating within Incident Command Systems.
By possessing a broad-based understanding of disaster situations, these managers
not only would have a working knowledge of the safety issues involved in most incidents, but would also know when supplementary technical expertise was required.
Perhaps most important, placing an individual with significant multiagency coordination expertise in the Safety function is critical to promote coordination and integration of the safety-related efforts of all organizations involved in a response.
To ensure that disaster safety managers possess all the necessary expertise included above, curricula need to be developed addressing the specific skills and
knowledge necessary for managers to carry out their roles. Drawing on the example
of the wildland fire community, multiple levels of qualifications for safety managers
might be devised, recognizing that different levels of knowledge and experience are
needed for incidents of increasing size [Study Workshop; National Wildfire Coordinating Group 2000]. Because the disaster safety manager must serve the needs of all
the responders involved in an incident, the contents of the curricula must be developed and validated with input from organizations across the responder community.
Similarly, participation in joint exercises is important for these individuals to build
their management and coordination expertise.
Within the responder community, there are strong precedents for maintaining
specialized resources that can be called upon to assist during incidents that go beyond
local capabilities. In the responses studied for this work, the roles of US&R Task
Forces, Forest Service Incident Management Teams, and specialized medical teams
were highlighted [Study Interviews; Study Workshop]. Members of such a national
body of disaster safety managers could similarly be drawn from experienced and senior personnel identified across the emergency response community (e.g., emergency
management, fire service, law enforcement, public health, public works, state or federal response organizations, and others). Individuals serving as part of this group
could remain in their existing response organizations but would be provided with
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necessary training and support to participate in major disaster exercises.24 Ideally,
part-time salary support would also be provided to allow these safety managers to
carry out ongoing planning and coordination activities among response organizations
in their regions that go beyond their duties in their home organizations.
To ensure that one or more of these individuals could arrive rapidly at any major disaster, a small number of safety managers could be trained in each state. In the
event of a major incident, individuals could be deployed to provide assistance based
on their proximity and familiarity with the affected jurisdictions as well as their expertise in the particular types of hazards that are present. Depending on the specific
situation and the wishes of the local response organizations involved in the disaster,
these individuals could either adopt a leading or core supporting role for safety management when they arrive at the incident.
Although the information developed in this study indicated the need for a
group of highly capable disaster safety managers, it did not address the mechanics of
how such a resource should be put in place. While some federally managed assets
such as US&R and Incident Management Teams could be a model for such a resource, it does not necessarily follow that such a group would be built by the federal
government. Indeed, mechanisms could be devised at the state, regional, or national
level. 25 It is also straightforward to envision models by which response community
organizations—through standard-setting and coordinated-implementation activities—could contribute to putting the necessary capabilities in place. However, because of the need for uniformity in these managers’ capabilities and expertise, if this
group is not built in a centralized way, any separate efforts will have to be well coordinated.
Recommendation 7.4—Improve Joint Exercises and Training by Incorporating
Realistic Safety and Health Issues

It is broadly accepted in the emergency response community that, to be effective at
an incident, organizations must train and exercise their capabilities in preparation.
However, responders indicated that, because of the operational focus of most training
and disaster response exercises, safety management is seldom sufficiently addressed
during these activities. In many, safety concerns are included as a “footnote” to the
operational focus of the exercise. Other exercises also tend to simplify the safety and
____________
24 The group of trained safety managers could play a significant role in improving safety management in routine
response and in bolstering the treatment of safety in disaster preparedness activities. Preparedness roles could
include participating in designing, arranging, and monitoring the results of multiagency exercises that practice
and evaluate safety and health concepts. In addition, this continuing involvement of the disaster safety managers
in both day-to-day safety issues and preparedness activities would help maintain their expertise and skills until
they were needed.
25 For response activities more generally, examples of assistance arrangements and compacts can be found at the
local, multicounty, state, regional, and federal levels.
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health problems for decisionmakers by deliberately or inadvertently alerting the participants in advance to the types of disaster problems they will be facing. This is in
marked contrast to real disasters where the first critical safety concern is determining
the nature of the event and the hazards involved. In addition, bringing together multiple organizations for a tabletop or field exercise is not an easy task, particularly if
different jurisdictions and various levels of government are involved. These difficulties may result in safety-relevant organizations not being included in these activities.
Taking a more realistic approach to how safety and health issues are addressed
in multiagency exercises could have substantial benefits. Multiagency or “joint exercises” are an important way of educating responders, both managers and rank-andfile personnel, on what is necessary to effectively manage safety during large-scale responses. 26 Other benefits arising from joint activities include building personal relationships among responders from different organizations and the opportunity to
identify unexpected shortfalls in coordination processes.27 Achieving these benefits
requires that exercises be held frequently enough to maintain relationships and incorporate changes in response processes or systems. Such activities also provide the
opportunity to identify best practices in responder safety and health or for undertaking pilot tests on new concepts, procedures, and technologies. Exercises can also
play an important role in educating officials from outside the responder community
about the realities and requirements for effective and safe disaster response.
Recommendation 7.5—Develop a Common Terminology for Disaster Safety and
Health Issues and Processes for Use During Response Operations

In order for different organizations to communicate, they need a common vocabulary. The need for such a common terminology was, in fact, a key driver for developing the ICS itself.28 “Common terminology is essential in joint operations by di____________
26 Because of the size and diversity of the U.S. responder community, it is difficult to provide sufficient opportunities for exercise participation for all responders. As a result, other strategies for broadly disseminating needed
safety and health information should also be pursued. For example, volunteer responder units located in rural
areas will typically have far less resources available for travel, training programs, and acquiring specialized educational materials compared with their career responder counterparts in more populated areas. In addition, both
volunteers and career responders benefit from having more flexible mechanisms to work training into their schedules. Although such materials are not equivalent to operational and classroom training, they can play an important role in providing needed safety and health information.
27 Because it is important to build relationships between representatives from safety-relevant organizations and
operational responders, some exercises must include both types of organizations. “Safety focused” exercises, concentrating on safety managers and organizations that provide critical safety assets to response operations, could
also be valuable to address technical safety issues and bolster coordination among the safety specialists within the
response community.
28 Common terminologies were highlighted as key for the ability of groups of responders from different areas to
work effectively together. For example, in managing urban search and rescue operations, FEMA US&R and
FEMA Incident Support Teams (teams that support US&R operations by assisting in operational coordination,
logistics, and management) may be drawn from different areas of the country. The fact that both teams have
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verse users of such critical elements as: organizational functions; resource identification, classification, and allocation; and facilities” [FEMA 1987]. Even if the technical
and organizational systems needed to support interagency communication function
perfectly, in the absence of a common terminology, effective communication may still
not occur.
Similarly, responders indicated that common definitions and terminology for
safety and health management is needed for more effective interagency safety cooperation.29 Differences in how key tasks are labeled, the absence of precise definitions
for safety terms, or the use of different terminologies and nomenclature by responders from different agencies or different technical disciplines all impede integrated
management.30

Summary
The complexity of disaster situations makes it difficult to fully address responder
safety needs simply by bolstering individual response organizations’ capabilities to
gather information, assess risk, and implement safety decisions. However, the safety
capabilities available across a variety of responder organizations present a significant
opportunity for improving safety management on an incident-wide level. Effective
integration among responding organizations can allow better application of specialized expertise and capabilities to safety problems, help preserve a strategic approach
to safety management, provide a mechanism to address inherently multiagency safety
issues, and more fully address the differences in capability among response organizations.
Ad hoc efforts at integrated safety management were implemented during the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon response operations on September 11, 2001.
Although supporting the concept of integrated safety management, ad hoc structures
have significant shortcomings that reduce their effectiveness for protecting responder
safety. As a result, a range of preparedness and implementation efforts are needed to
formalize this approach to safety management and more effectively link it to disaster
incident management systems.
__________________________________________________________________
common training and use common terminologies supports their working to respond together in rescue operations
[Study Interview].
29 Standardization
30

in a wide range of areas can facilitate integration of multiagency efforts.

Problems cited in study interviews or at the workshop included (1) different topics being considered “safety”
versus “health” issues by different agencies, thereby affecting how they were managed; (2) differences in what was
meant by particular terms by different organizations, e.g., “responder rest and rehabilitation”; and (3) use of different technical terms in hazard monitoring processes and results, causing confusion among agencies.

CHAPTER EIGHT

Moving Forward: Improving Preparedness Efforts for
Responder Safety

The difficult conditions that exist during a major disaster pose serious impediments
to protecting the safety of emergency responders. In the high-pressure, complicated
environment of a devastating event, safety managers face serious problems in gathering necessary information, assessing hazards and making decisions, and taking action.
However, at the same time that the characteristics of disasters challenge safety management, they present clear opportunities to improve responder safety.
In defining the framework for this study of safety management, we focused our
analysis on the practical requirements managers face and the activities they carry out
as they strive to protect the responders under their command. With this in mind, we
specifically examined safety management while response operations are under way
and responders are at risk. Our analysis, and this report, started with a model of
management actions taken once an incident occurs—a safety management cycle. In
addition to producing the recommendations for improving safety managers’ capabilities to carry out their critical functions, that analysis also led to the conclusion that
better structures are needed to coordinate the safety efforts of response organizations.
Effective integration of safety management capabilities across organizations could
benefit all components of disaster safety management.
Even though the analysis addressed the actions managers take during response
operations, as is clear from the recommendations throughout the report, effective
safety management predominantly depends on actions taken before a disaster occurs.
Protecting responders during an event depends on the measures, systems, relationships, and capabilities put in place long before, during disaster preparedness activities. Consequently, the majority of the recommendations are aimed at strengthening
safety management during preparedness efforts. Even recommendations addressing
actions during response operations—such as improved scene control or implementation of sustainability measures—rely on preparedness efforts to make them possible
once a disaster occurs.
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The recommendations described in this report lead to a range of potential implementation paths for response organizations at all levels of government, nongovernmental organizations, and in the private sector. Some present short-term, more
immediate payoff opportunities to improve safety, while others require long-term
implementation efforts but could result in broad-reaching and large safety benefits.

Immediate Implementation Opportunities
Based on the lessons of the disasters examined during the study, there is a clear need
to integrate responder safety management more effectively into preparedness planning. To carry out all phases of the safety management cycle, responder organizations
must define their safety requirements should a disaster occur in their community. In
each area this includes determining the following:
• What information and resources will be needed for particular disaster circumstances?
• How can those needs be filled?
• If providing needed resources and information relies on others, what is required
to access them and manage their efforts during a response operation?
• When they become available, how can the safety resources be linked to response
management?
• Are implementation and decision processes in place to effectively utilize them
when they become available?
Such planning concerns are not dissimilar to those that must be addressed to
prepare to carry out response operations in general. However, because the requirements for safety management can differ considerably from those for operational response activities, it is critical they be included in planning.
Within this overall framework, a significant number of the recommendations
described in the preceding chapters could begin to be implemented immediately by
individual response organizations, groups of organizations, or as a component of local or regional preparedness efforts. Such steps can build on relationships and planning processes that are already under way in many jurisdictions and areas for both
safety and operational reasons. Efforts can be initiated to do the following:
• Put Hazard Monitoring Capabilities in Place—Relevant steps include addressing
monitoring needs in plans, procuring needed technologies for high-priority hazards, locating external expertise and capabilities, and determining how information will be collected, coordinated, managed, and used at an incident.
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• Address Personnel Accountability Needs—While improvements in technology
may provide better strategies to maintain personnel accountability in the future,
interim steps utilizing scene control and organizational procedures could be implemented to provide more information to Incident Commanders on responder
positions, activities, capabilities, and training.
• Develop Mechanisms to Provide Medical Care to and Monitor the Health Status of
Responders—Coupling better information collection on responder health status
with efforts to provide needed care can help address both the health needs of responders and the information needs of Incident Commanders.
• Put Necessary Procedures in Place to Make Safety Decisions and Implement Safety
Policies—Many measures focused on the operational needs of disaster response
can also provide safety benefits. Improved communication, scene control, and
personnel management benefit response effectiveness as well as safety. Others,
such as procedures to determine what safety equipment is needed and to ensure
it is available, are safety specific and must be addressed separately in planning.
• Begin to Move Toward an Integrated, Multiagency Approach to Safety Management—To begin to build better safety coordination, responder safety issues
should be included in interagency preparedness efforts. Mechanisms should be
developed to ensure that organizational roles are well defined and that relationships and agreements are in place to draw on the other organizations’ safety assets and capabilities.
Steps taken by individual responder organizations to bolster capabilities in these areas
could produce immediate safety management benefits in future response operations.

Long-Term, Potentially High-Payoff Safety Implementation
Opportunities
Other courses of action recommended in the previous chapters require long-term
efforts to put into practice. In some cases, the recommendations themselves are conceptual, and specific application strategies remain to be developed. As a result, pilot
projects and evaluation efforts are also needed to validate the potential for changes in
management processes or the application of new technologies to improve responder
safety management. For other recommendations, multiagency implementation efforts are necessary. To build a core group of disaster safety managers or to fully integrate responder safety into disaster exercises requires the efforts of multiple response
organizations and levels of government. Lastly, some study recommendations require
leadership and coordination at the national level to significantly benefit responder
safety. While these long-term recommendations may require sustained efforts to be
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put into practice, they have the potential for broad and large benefits in improving
responder safety management.
Pilot and Validation Efforts

Many of the study recommendations can be implemented in a number of ways. In
some cases, several different strategies could accomplish similar safety goals. In others, the recommendations described are conceptual in nature, and there is either no
obvious strategy to put them into practice or no consensus in the response community on the most promising approach. In most cases, the study research did not suggest individual strategies to implement recommendations. This is because differences
among response organizations, geographic areas, jurisdictions, and risk environments
may result in different solutions being more effective. The diversity of responders
included within the scope of this study—career and volunteer, traditional and nontraditional, full time and disaster or hazard specific—carries with it a diversity of implementation challenges that need to be addressed in efforts to improve safety management. Further efforts are required to determine the specific needs of particular
areas and situations, and how those needs can be addressed in the context of a broad,
consistent approach to managing responder safety.
As a result, implementing these recommendations will require significant pilot
efforts to determine, under realistic conditions, which strategies are most effective to
improve responder safety. Such pilot efforts would be intended to develop prototypes
to serve as a model for broader implementation in responder organizations. To ensure that courses of action are applicable to the full range of the response community,
pilot efforts should be held in several different locations, from large metropolitan to
rural areas.
Pilot and experimental efforts are also critical to evaluate the potential of technological approaches to improving responder safety. Although technology evaluation
was not a central aim of this study, a number of management tools and technologies
were described in the course of project discussions that could improve safety management for individual responder organizations and as elements of an integrated, incident-wide approach to safety management. As a result, a range of technical opportunities exist that could contribute to improved safety management. They include
• information and planning resources such as guidelines, checklists, and contact
lists
• hazard monitoring technologies and assessment aids
• databases to manage safety-relevant information such as hazard data, responder
accountability or capability information, and response logistics inventories
• responder identification, credentialing, and accountability technologies
• improvements to protective equipment, addressing interoperability problems,
improving functioning in post-disaster situations, or bolstering usability
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• communications technologies to aid the effective exchange of information
among responders and response organizations
• technologies facilitating responder health status monitoring and collection of
injury or exposure information.
In each area, a wide range of technology options exists to implement the desired
function. For example, for hazard assessment guidelines and decision aids, the desired
functionality could be built into low-technology options such as laminated cards for
responders to carry or into much higher-technology systems such as portable computers and decision-support software. In many of these areas, potential solutions exist, but their operational feasibility, affordability, and timely availability must be carefully assessed within the responder community. Some have been developed
specifically for the response community; others could come via technology transfer
from other organizations such as the military. Because its focus was on management
concepts and processes rather than specific management or safety-related technologies, this research did not address the particular advantages or disadvantages of any
individual system or solution. However, in the course of the study, the potential of
such systems—and the need to continue to improve and adapt them to better meet
responders’ needs in post-disaster environments—became clear.
Building a Core Group of Major Disaster Safety Managers

Because of the central role that individual safety managers could play in coordinating
the efforts of multiple response organizations, building a group of such individuals is
an attractive initial goal. Doing so would require defining the body of knowledge
needed for safety managers to effectively spearhead an integrated safety management
function and developing a curriculum to serve as the basis for training. Development
of such a curriculum could be accomplished by a variety of groups within the response community, including professional organizations and standards bodies, or via
cooperative national-level planning efforts.
Once the preparation needed for disaster safety managers is defined, implementation mechanisms must be developed to identify individuals from the responder
community to fill the roles. The results of this study do not suggest any particular
model for implementation. However, it is clear that selection criteria must be defined
that ensure that individuals trained to be safety managers are appropriately distributed geographically to ensure that they can rapidly respond to a disaster. Preliminary
estimates of the number of such individuals needed to provide national coverage are
relatively small; a few safety managers based in each state would allow rapid response
to most potential disasters.1
____________
1 Depending

on the specifics of the conditions within particular states, the total number of such safety managers
would be in the very low hundreds for the nation overall.
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The managerial demands of major disaster response also indicate that the individuals trained to be disaster safety managers must have significant management skills
and leadership capabilities. Taking a central role in coordinating the efforts of many
different organizations is challenging and requires skillful leadership to be carried out
successfully. As a result, it is critical that the position of disaster safety manager be
approached as a high-level appointment, to ensure that the responders filling the role
possess the necessary authority and influence.
An effort to build a group of disaster safety managers as a national asset must
also ensure that these individuals will be available to fulfill their roles during both
disaster operations and preparedness activities. For the safety managers to be effective, they must be able to respond when disasters occur. Such responses may involve
participating in operations outside their immediate area, which requires a commitment by both the responders and their home organizations to ensure that they can
respond when called on. Beyond disaster operations, many of the potential benefits
of such a group of trained safety managers involve their participation in preparedness
activities throughout their regions, helping bolster preparation for safety management and laying the groundwork for effective coordination during response efforts.
Implementation efforts must also include developing mechanisms to support a portion of these individuals’ time to make that participation possible.
Integration of Safety into Disaster Exercises

Because of the importance of disaster exercises as a route for building both interorganizational relationships and testing capabilities, integration of responder safety issues into disaster exercises is a particularly attractive early step for improving safety
management. To do so, safety information and scenarios must be developed that facilitate the inclusion of these issues in exercises at all levels of government and in
large-scale multiagency, multilevel disaster drills. In addition to exercises involving
both operational and safety-related organizations, exercises focusing primarily on
safety issues and organizations could be valuable to improving coordination among
safety specialists within responder organizations. Because of the diversity of disaster
exercises, implementation of this recommendation could also benefit from pilot efforts to test different mechanisms for including safety in these activities.
Areas Requiring National Coordination and Leadership

For some recommendations, the majority of the benefits to safety management will
occur only if common practices are developed and adopted by a large percentage of
the responder community. Implementation of a number of the recommendations
described in this report would require coordination and leadership at the national
level. These areas include
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consistent organizational structures for safety management
common terminologies
standards for equipment and other technologies
hazard and risk assessment guidelines
responder credentials
training curricula.

Such national-level leadership could come from a range of sources, including
the federal government, responder community and governance organizations,
multidisciplinary standards organizations, or partnerships built among multiple
agencies or organizations. In some cases, these efforts are already under way. For example, the ongoing federal effort to implement a National Incident Management
System initiated by HSPD-5, 2003, represents a major opportunity for ensuring the
use of common organizational structures during disaster response. Similarly, standards and policy efforts already in place are considering or could consider many of
the equipment, training, and other issues relevant to these safety concerns. Just as this
study often highlighted safety needs without identifying particular implementation
routes, the research was not focused on where national coordination of these issues
should originate. However, the need for such leadership, both to heighten focus on
these safety concerns and to bridge the significant diversity that exists within the response community, is clear.

Concluding Remarks
In the wake of the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, the risk of terrorism and the
demands of homeland security must be a central component of any discussion of
protecting emergency responders. Although the information developed over the
course of this study does indeed indicate that some things have changed in this postSeptember 11 era, many things have remained the same. The nation still faces the
risk of hurricanes, earthquakes, large industrial incidents, and other natural disasters.
Often striking without warning, such events can overwhelm local response capabilities as effectively as intentional acts of our nation’s adversaries. In responding to their
effects, responders face the risk of physical injury, traumatic stress, and hazardous
exposures. Effectively addressing such risks requires bringing together the capabilities
of a range of response organizations from agencies at all levels of government, nongovernmental organizations, and the private sector.
In the context of such an all-hazards approach, bolstering preparedness efforts
aimed at protecting emergency responders can therefore benefit national preparedness against both terrorism and the inevitable consequences of natural or technological disasters. Doing so requires putting the capabilities in place so safety managers
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have access to the information, the resources necessary to protect responders, and the
management structures necessary to address safety during multiagency response operations. While the demanding circumstances that exist during disasters will likely
present unforeseen challenges to responder safety, the recommendations described
here represent promising opportunities to improve safety in future response operations. It is our hope that this research, by bringing together safety management concerns relevant to both natural disasters and the potential effects of terrorism, can contribute to efforts in all parts of the response and homeland security communities to
strengthen protection of the nation’s emergency responders.
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Workshop Agenda

Protecting Emergency Responders:
Safety Management in Major Disaster & Terrorism Response
Arlington, Virginia
February 27, 2003
MEETING AGENDA
7:30–9:00 a.m.
7:30–8:15
8:15–9:30
9:30–9:45
9:45–11:45
11:45–12:15 p.m.
12:15–2:00
2:00–2:15
2:15–4:15
4:15–4:30
4:30–5:30

Registration
Continental Breakfast
Introduction, Overview, and Instructions to Panels
Break
Breakout Session I (Concurrent Sessions)
Break
Breakout Session II (Concurrent Sessions—Working
Lunch)
Break
Breakout Session III (Concurrent Sessions)
Break
Presentation of Breakout Highlights, Open Discussion, and Conference Closing

Concurrent Breakout Session Titles and Potential Discussion Areas:
1. Integration of Safety Management in Disaster Incident Management/Command
Systems
• Placement and structure for safety management within incident management
systems
• Inter-agency safety management versus intra-agency safety management
• Integration of multiagency safety resources into incident management
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• Interaction of different command levels and interagency commands
• Sectoring of response into manageable commands
2. Improving Coordination and Control of Personnel and Resources During Disaster Response
• Coordination of responders and resources in major incidents
• Resource assignment and allocation
• Personnel accountability
• Scene control, credentialing, and security
• Role of regulations, guidance, and enforcement activity in response
3. Hazard Information, Intelligence, and Risk Assessment
• Responsibility and methods for hazard monitoring during response
• Collection and sharing of intelligence and threat information
• Evolution of information needs through response
• Increasing speed of information acquisition and sharing
• Coordination of information from different agencies and sources
• Risk assessment and communication during major incident response
4. Improving Training for Disaster Response
• Pre-incident training—needs, participants, methods, and topics
• On-site training—mechanisms, topics, and interaction with incident command
• Improved training methods
5. Responder Health Care
• Delivery of medical care to responders during incident response
• Capture and use of injury and exposure data in safety management
• Responder health maintenance activities during response
– Fatigue
– Decontamination
– Health monitoring
• Traumatic stress issues
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